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Abstract

This dissertation develops two interior algorithms, extensions of Karmarkar’s
psDjectrve and the “ center” path-following linear programming algorithms, for solv-
er raore general groups of optimization problems: convex quadratic and linearly

— c,--rained convex programs. These algorithms are polynomial-time algorithms if

^2*? :bjective function is convex quadratic. More precisely, the number of iterations

zt the projective algorithm is bounded by 0( Ln), and each iteration can be com-

pMed in 0( n4 ) or 0( Ln3 ) arithmetic operations; the number of the path-following
v r -i:hm is bounded by O(Ln0 -5 ), and each iteration can be computed in 0( n3 )
i— -'-Titetic operations; where n is the number of variables and L is the binary-

.-r;ng length of the input data. Both algorithms create a sequence of interior

ia îble points that converge to the optimal solution point.
This dissertation also discusses the relation between the ellipsoid method and

interior algorithms. The potential function, which is used to measure poly-

melia! convergence of the primal solutions in the projective algorithm, correctly

Trrresents the logarithmic volume of a dual ellipsoid containing all the optimal dual

*n. _:ions. Like in the ellipsoid method, the volume of this dual ellipsoid uniformly

B to zero as the potential function monotonically declines. This resemblance

rates the insight equivalence and difference between the ellipsoid method and

V »-— Larkar’s algorithm, and leads to a strong eliminating theorem in determining

Ac rptimal basis for lineax programming.
Based on these theoretical developments, this dissertation proposes practical

irereaches to efficiently implementing the interior algorithms— approaches that

h— r.iss the difficulties found in Karmarkar’s original algorithm for linear programs,
V-TT the small-step-size restriction in the path-following algorithm, and solve more

1 linearly constrained convex programs. In addition, the computational re-

?r — - and applications of the projective algorithm are reported.



Preface

D rganization of This Dissertation

This dissertation is divided into seven chapters.
Chapter 0 overviews optimization problems, algorithms, and the criteria for

Tuipng the efficiency of optimization algorithms. In particular, I discuss the com-
-r- -.-r»rial nature and the major difficulties in inequality constrained optimization,

md previous approaches to solving these optimization problems.

Chapter 1 introduces a general framework, the interior ellipsoid (IE) method,
5:c solving linearly constrained convex programming (CP). The solution strategy,
rfcoetrical interpretation, and local convergence rate are explored. I show how the

E method overcomes the difficulties in CP via constructing an interior ellipsoid

rssnered about the current solution point, followed by optimizing the objective

fnrrion over the ellipsoid.
Chapter 2 applies the projective transformation (PT) to the IE method, and

tresents a new primal-dual method for linear programming (LP). The techniques

:t osing duality and cutting objective axe combined to obtain both the primal and

optimal solutions simultaneously without solving them together. This method

r-rrres neither prior knowledge of the optimal objective value, nor explicit trans-

irrmation of the standard LP form into Karmarkar’s canonical form. It maintains

r^.yaomial-time complexity and achieves practical efficiency. I also discuss the re-
' <— inn between the ellipsoid method and this primal-dual method at the end of this

aapter.

Chapter 3 extends the PT and IE approaches (PTIE) to solving linearly

~T-trained convex programming. First, the PTIE method, coupled with an objec-

r-T'f augmentation technique, is discussed. In this method, the solution iteration is

:•sanded by O( Ln). If the objective function is convex quadratic, then the total

Jiritttion time is 0( Ln5) or 0(L2 n4), depending on how one implements the algo-— Later in this chapter, I discuss the primal-dual method for solving general

CP problems to achieve practical efficiency.
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Chapter 4 adds the p-projective transformations and the tangent-plane move

procedure to the PTIE method. This addition results in an approximation method

ir solving each iteration with efficient performance in both theory and practice.

Chapter 5 applies the “ center” path-following (PF) scheme to the IE method,
izji develops a primal-dual algorithm (PFIE) for convex quadratic programming

QP . This algorithm creates a sequence of primal and dual interior feasible points

-rcverging to the optimal solution. At each iteration, the complementary slackness

i.e., the objective gap between the primal and dual is reduced at a global

n,cx> (1 — and each iteration solves a system of linear equations in 0(n3)
metic operations. Therefore, the algorithm solves QP in total 0(Ln3 5) arith-

nic operations. I also discuss a line search technique to improve the algorithm’s
gr-fcracal efficiency.

Chapter 6 outlines the major contributions of this work and summarizes my

•frj:' conclusions.
A program of the PTIE method has been coded in FORTRAN and applied

M solve real problems. The computational results for this program are reported

me displayed within this dissertation.
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Notation

The point in Euclidean n-space (Rn ) with components (xi , X2, . . . , xn ) is

oenoted by the column vector x , and the function f ( xi , X2, .. . , x n ) is denoted by

f x ). diag(x) always denotes the diagonal matrix of vector x. The gradient row-

rector of f ( x ) is designated as V/(x). ln(x) is the natural logarithmic function,

*r.d exp(x) is the exponential function.

Vectors are printed in lower case. Matrices are printed in upper case. Super-

script T denotes the transpose operation, e is the vector of all one’s and 0 is the

rector of all zero’s, with their dimensions matching the other vectors in expressions

'<*= <; otherwise stated. Vector inequalities should be interpreted component by

component.

The summation symbols ^"=1 and the multiplication symbols n[Li mean

-~-*t the operations are executed from 1 to n over index i . ||.|| is the £2 norm in

Euclidean space.

Linearly constrained convex programming is abbreviated as CP, linear pro-

cramming as LP, and convex quadratic programming as QP.
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Chapter 0 Introduction

0.1 Optimization Problems and Algorithms

Optimization has been an important objective of operations research and

management science ever since this approach to decision-making was originally

postulated. However, continual increases in the power of optimization have been

possible only through the recent development of the high-speed digital computer.

The goal of today’s researchers in this field is to provide more efficient algorithms

so that computer users can solve a wider range of optimization problems than ever

before.

Optimization problems can generally be divided into two categories: combi-

natorial optimization problems and continuous optimization problems. Combina-

torial optimization problems have discrete variables while continuous optimization

problems have continuous variables. In continuous problems, we usually look for

real numbers or even a function; in combinatorial problems, we look for an ob-

ject from a discontinuous set— typically an integer, permutation, or graph. These

two categories generally have quite different characteristics, and the algorithms for

solving them are very divergent. Therefore, quadratic programming (QP) plays a

unique role in optimization theory: in one sense, QP is a continuous optimization

that includes linear programming (LP) and provides a fundamental approach for

nonlinear programming, but it also may be considered one of the most challenging

combinatorial optimization problems in computer science.

Most optimization algorithms are iterative in nature. Several criteria for

judging the efficiency of optimization algorithms have been proposed in the past.

One is the result of convergence analysis, explored in operations research and system

science. Another criterion is the computational complexity studied by computer

scientists over the past eighteen years. A third is, of course, practical efficiency in

solving a large number of real problems.
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Convergence analysis is well-rooted as a principle that both verifies whether

or not a given algorithm will in fact generate a sequence that converges to the op-

timal solution point, and also evaluates how fast this convergence will be (Powell

’54], Zangwill [69]). It has two aspects— one is global convergence analysis and the

other is local convergence analysis. Global convergence analysis answers whether

the sequence converges or not; local convergence analysis crudely measures the lo-

cal (asymptotic) convergence rate and ratio. The local convergence rate and ratio

have certain application limits since they are only valid for solving continuous opti-

mization problems in local cases such as equality constrained optimization (ECO)

when the points in the sequence are close to the optimal solution. It may take an

exorbitant amount of time to bring the points close to the optimal solution.

Whereas convergence analysis evaluates the local speed of the convergence,

computational complexity considers the global speed of the convergence. Edmonds

proposed a useful criterion for judging the efficiency of algorithms for solving op-

timization problems [17]. He calls an algorithm for a class of problems “ good” if

the solution time for solving a problem in the class that requires binaxy encoding of

length L (also called the size of the problem) is bounded by a polynomial in L. This

polynomial-time bound is valid globally, i.e., no matter where the solution starts

and no matter whether the problem is the “ best case” or the “ worst case.”

In addition to these two criteria, practical performance in solving a large

number of real problems tests the efficiency of optimization algorithms. For exam-

ple. even though the simplex (pivot) method is not a polynomial-time algorithm

using the criterion of computational complexity (it requires an exponential number

of steps in the worst case), it solves most real problems quite well in practice.

0.2 Previous Approaches to Solving CP

Let us briefly outline the previous approaches to solving QP and CP and see

how they meet, or do not meet, the above criteria. These approaches can be divided

into two categories: those that search along the boundary of the feasible polytope,

and those that move in the interior of the polytope.
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The pivot-type methods, described by Beale [6], Cottle and Dantzig [11],

Lemke [42] and Wolfe [66], belong to the first category. They move from vertex

to vertex of the feasible polytope and converge in a finite number of steps for QP.

They do not have a convergence ratio and they are not polynomial-time algorithms,

although on the average they perform well in practice.

The active set methods (Fletcher [19], Gill and Murray [26]), including the

gradient-projection method (Rosen [56]), the variable metric method (Davidon [14],

Goldfarb [27]), and the reduced-gradient method (Wolfe [65]), also belong to the

first category. They move along the faces or edges of the feasible polytope and

converge in a finite number of steps for QP. They have a local convergence rate

or ratio restricted to the active constraints set, and they are not polynomial-time

algorithms.

The penalty or barrier function methods (Bartels [4], Carroll [8], Conn and

Sinclair [10], Fiacco and McCormick [18], Frisch [20], Han and Mangasarian [30],

Luenberger [44], Zangwill [69]) belong to the second category. They move to the

optimal solution from the interior of the polytope and they have a local conver-

gence rate or ratio. However, numerical problems and unfavorable computational

structures may occur when they are implemented. They are not polynomial-time

algorithms either.

Given that none of the above approaches are polynomial-time algorithms,

the question arises: does there exist a polynomial-time algorithm for QP or for LP?

Attempting to answer this question, in 1979, L. Khachiyan proved that a

certain LP algorithm, called the ellipsoid method, is polynomial [37]. This method

proved to be a polynomial-time algorithm for convex quadratic programming as well

(Kozlov et al. [40], Papadimitrou and Steiglitz [52]). In the method, there exists a

global convergence ratio with respect to an error function defined by the volume of

an ellipsoid containing the optimal solution point. Khachiyan’s results are based on

the work of other mathematicians (Shor [58]) in nonlinear programming in that they

almost completely disregard the combinatorial nature of the problem. The ellipsoid

3



In another attempt, N. Karmarkar of Bell Labs proposed a projective algo-

rithm to solve LP [35]. His algorithm converges to the optimal solution from the

interior of the feasible polytope and reduces a cleverly constructed potential func-
tion at a global convergence ratio. Karmarkar’s efficient polynomial-time algorithm,

which has sparked enormous interest, centers on a certain canonical form of linear

programming. In each iteration, the algorithm projective transforms the current

solution into the center of a simplex. In practice, his algorithm has competed with

the simplex method. However, there are two drawbacks to his algorithm: (1) it

does not generate the optimal dual solution, which has significant value in sensitiv-

ity analysis, and (2) it requires prior knowledge of the optimal objective value, as

does the ellipsoid method.

Since Karmarkar’s algorithm was aimed at solving LP, the question of whether

or not an efficient polynomial-time algorithm exists for solving QP remains open.

In addition, as we have seen, none of the previous algorithms meet all of the criteria

discussed above. For example, the pivot and active set methods globally converge

in finite iterations and perform well in practice; however, they are not polynomial-

time algorithms. The ellipsoid method is a polynomial-time algorithm, but, un-

fortunately, it cannot compete with the pivot method in solving most real prob-

lems. Karmarkar’s LP polynomial-time algorithm can be implemented efficiently

if the optimal objective value is known in advance; otherwise, his “ primal-dual”

method doubles the size of the problem [35] and his “ practical approach” is not a

-olynomial-time algorithm [36].

From this review, I conclude that:



(1) An efficient polynomial-time algorithm for QP has not yet been developed
and implemented.

(2) The combinatorial nature of LP is discarded by all of the LP polynomial-
time algorithms where an error or potential function is reduced at a fixed
global convergence ratio.

(3) The LP polynomial-time algorithms have a number of practical difficulties,
such as requiring prior knowledge of the optimal objective value.

In addition to the above review of constrained optimization, we will also

look at a well-developed method for solving unconstrained optimization— the trust
region (TR) method. In the TR method, a new iterative solution is obtained by

optimizing a local quadratic model of the objective function over a trust ellipsoidal

region centered about the current solution point. This approach is different from

other “ step-length-based methods” that line search along the descending direction
of the objective function. The idea of defining a trust region was suggested for
nonlinear least-squares problems by Levenberg [43] and Marquardt [47]. The appli-

cations of the technique to general nonlinear problems were considered by Goldfeld,
Quandt, and Trotter [28]. Various schemes for updating the size of the trust re-
gion were proposed by Fletcher [19], Gay [23], Hebden [31] and Sorenson [60]. This

development in solving unconstrained optimization problems has a certain impact

on generating new techniques for solving constrained optimization problems, which
•wall be further discussed in Chapter 1.

In this dissertation, I present a polynomial-time algorithm, based on previous

developments and especially on Karmarkar’s algorithm for linear programming and

the trust region method for unconstrained optimization, to meet all of the criteria

for solving LP and QP. When implemented, the algorithm bypasses the difficulties

found in existing LP polynomial-time algorithms. More significantly, I have devel-
oped a practical approach to solving more general optimization problems: linearly

constrained convex programming (CP) problems.
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0.3 Primal and Dual Models of CP

Many optimization problems can be modeled in terms of CP, such as portfolio

investment, maximum-entropy, power-pooling, and nonlinear network optimization.
CP is also important because many existing modern algorithms for general nonlinear
programming are based on CP subroutines. The mathematical models of CP are

described below.
Primal and Dual Models

Let the CP problem have the following standard form:

CP minimize /(x)
subject to x E X = { x E Rn : Ax = b and x > 0}

where A E RmXn and b E Rm, and /(.) is convex and twice-continuous differentiable
in the feasible polytope. Then, CP has a strong dual model with the following form:

CD maximize d( x, y ) = yb — V/(x)x + /(x)
subject to (x, y ) EY = {(x, y ) : yA < V/(x), and x E X}

where the row-vector y E Rm. It is well-known that for all (x, y ) EY

d( x, y ) < z* < /(x), (0.1)

where z* designates the optimal objective value of CP. Usually CP is called the
primal program and CD the dual program. The coherent relation between CP
and CD plays an invaluable role in my approach. In addition, all coefficients and

variables in the CP and CD models have conceptual interpretations, such as x: the

production vector, /(x): the production cost function, y: the price vector, V/(x):
the marginal cost vector, and V/(x) — yA: the reduced-cost vector. Overall, CP
is a problem of minimizing total production cost while meeting certain production

demands. If /(x) is a linear function, such as

/(x) = cx where c E Rn, (0.2)

then CP is reduced to a linear program (LP); if /(x) is convex quadratic such as

6



(0.3)

where Q is a n x n and positive semi-definite matrix, then CP is called a convex

quadratic program (QP). Therefore, LP is a simple case of QP ( Q = 0), which

itself is a special case of CP. In this dissertation, I focus exclusively on the standard

forms of CP and CD instead of on other assumed canonical forms. Consequently,

my approach provides a direct correspondence between the original coefficients and

the resulting variables.
Optimality Conditions

Kuhn and Tucker [41] obtained a very important theoretical result in opti-

mization. Their theorem concludes that x* is an optimal solution for CP if and

only if the following optimality conditions hold:

1) Primal feasibility: x* E X

2) Dual feasibility: 3 y* , such that x*, y* are feasible for CD: ( x* , y* ) E Y

3) Complementary slackness:

(V/(**) - yM)diag(z*) = 0.

As a result of the above conditions, if an optimal feasible solution exists for

QP, then via (0.3) there exists a basic optimal feasible solution such that

(0.4)

where x* = 0 if i & IB , an index subset of {1,2,... ,n}. Generally, the nonzero

components of a basic feasible solution correspond to solutions of the linear system

equations with d as the right-hand vector and B as the left-hand matrix, where d

is a subvector of

7



and B is a principal submatrix of

(2 S’ )
Combinatorial Nature

Therefore, the combinatorial properties of QP are similar to that of LP (Gacs

and Lovasz [21], Papadimitriou and Steiglitz [52]):

1) Let the coefficients in Q, A, c, and b all be integers. Then the basic feasible

solutions of (0.4) are vectors of rational numbers, both the numerator and

denominator of which are bounded by 2L. In other words, for any basic

feasible solution, x,

Xi < 2l, for » =1, 2, . . . ,»,

and either Xj = 0 or x* > 2-L, where L is the number of bits in the input,

which is also called the size of the optimization problem. For quadratic

programming,
L = n2 + ran + [/o^|P|],

and P is the product of the nonzero integer coefficients appearing in Q, c,
A, and b. This fact guarantees that all data in iterative computations can

be represented by rational numbers with finite length O( L).

2) Let x1 be a basic feasible solution. Then, due to the quadratic formula, the

objective value is bounded:

—22 L < /(x1 ) < 23L ,

where the denominator of /(x1) is bounded by 22i, too.

3) Let two basic feasible solutions, x1 and x2 , have different objective values.

Then

!/(** )- /(*
2 )l > 2-4t.

8



Assumptions

We now assume that there exists an interior feasible solution a:0 for CP with

.41 x° > 2-ie.

3

We further make an implicit assumption that the optimal solution can be found in

a bounded polytope, i .e. ,

.42 x < 2Le,

where e is the vector of all one’s, and, therefore, for all a: E X in QP:

-22L < 2* < /(*) < 23i . (0.5)

In general, we say that CP is solved if and only if an x G X has been found such

that
f ( x ) - z* < (0.6)

where M = 2 4 L . Due to the above three facts and two assumptions, if the input

data are all integers, then the exact optimal feasible solution of QP can be obtained

by rounding the error from x, as is done in linear programming [35][37].

0.4 What Makes CP Hard to Solve?

In this section, I analyze what makes CP hard to solve, i .e. , what the combi-

natorial nature of CP is. Basically, the answers to these questions lie in the existence

of the inequality constraints: x > 0.

Actually, CP and an equality constrained convex program (ECP):

ECP minimize /(x)
subject to A x = b and X { = 0 for i I B

9



*

where I B is a subset of {1, 2, . . . , n}, can be made to share the same optimal solution

by correctly partitioning the inequality constraints of CP into two sets: an active

constraint set and a passive one. Essentially, ECP is an unconstrained optimization

that can be solved much more efficiently than CP. As (0.4) indicated, if f ( x) is

quadratic, then the optimal solution for ECP can be obtained by solving a system

of linear equations in 0( n3 ) arithmetic operations, i.e., in a polynomial of n. Most

of the previously mentioned algorithms, such as the pivot and active set methods,

approach the optimal solution of CP by solving a sequence of ECP problems. The

shortcoming of this is that if there are n inequality constraints in CP, then there are

2" such ECP problems each of which could be a candidate for providing the optimal

solution. According to the complexity criterion, neither the pivot method nor the

active set method is a polynomial-time algorithm since the number of ECP problems

that they solve is an exponential of n in the worst case. This illustrates why some

of the previous approaches have failed to meet the polynomial-time criterion.

According to the convergence criterion, we need to know the local convergence

ratio, p, in a given algorithm [44]. p is defined as

- < p < 1 for a large enough k ,

where x k is the sequence of iterative solutions generated by the algorithm, and E( x )

is an error function with E( x ) > 0 for all feasible x ^ x* and E(x*) = 0. A typical

choice of error functions is
E( x ) = f ( x ) - z* . (0.7)

Obviously, the smaller the value of p, the faster the algorithm. It is somewhat

surprising that a useful local convergence ratio does not exist for the pivot methods.

This is due to the “ zigzagging” phenomenon, which occurs on the boundary of the

feasible polytope during the course of these methods, and which is caused by the

inequality constraints. Even if a local convergence ratio for these methods did exist,

this ratio would not be sufficient to judge which method is superior since it only

measures the speed of the algorithm asymptotically; there is no guarantee that this

reduced ratio is valid for all k , unless x k is close to the optimal solution. Bringing

x* close to the optimal solution may require an exorbitant number of steps.

E( x k+1

E( x k )

10



Overall, to develop an algorithm for QP that meets all of the criteria, we need

to avoid the combinatorial nature of the inequality constraints and the “ zigzagging”

phenomenon on the boundary of the feasible polytope. We also need an error or

potential function that is reduced at a global convergence ratio. These conditions

are met in this dissertation by introducing the projective transformation and interior

ellipsoid (PTIE) method.

11



Chapter 1 Interior Ellipsoid Method

1.1 Introduction

In this chapter, I first introduce the interior ellipsoid, a geometric expression

that avoids both the combinatorial nature of the inequality constraints and the

“ zigzagging” phenomenon on the boundary of the feasible polytope. Next, the

structure of weighted gradient-projection, an algebraic representation, is discussed.

Under this structure, the simplex method, the gradient-projection method, and

Karmarkar’s method can be unified. The interior ellipsoid (IE) method for solving

CP, along with its local convergence ratio and solution strategy, are then analyzed.

1.2 Interior Ellipsoid: A Geometric Expression

To illustrate the basic concept of the IE method, I shall use a linear objective

function. Figure 1.1 displays a feasible polytope with the arrow pointing in the

descent direction of the objective function. In the pivot method, the solution moves

from vertex to vertex, i.e., from A to B, . . ., converging to the optimal solution

point P.

P

B

Figure 1.1. Objective Contour and Feasible Polytope

?!
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One way to accomplish this objective is to apply a geometric expression from

the concept of the trust region method, which draws an ellipsoidal region around

the starting point. Here, the trust ellipsoidal region has to be in the interior of

the feasible polytope, as shown in Figure 1.2. The objective function can then be

minimized over this interior ellipsoid to generate the next interior solution point P' .

Figure 1.2. The Interior Ellipsoid Approach
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A series of such ellipsoids can be constructed to make the iterative solutions

converge to the optimal solution point that sits on the boundary. If the optimal

solution point itself is an interior solution (this can happen if the objective is a non-

linear function), then the series terminates as soon as the optimal point is encircled

by the newest ellipsoid.

1.3 Weighted Gradient-Projection: An Algebraic Representation

Geometrically, we can easily draw an ellipsoid around the starting solution point ;

algebraically, how to represent the ellipsoid in our standard CP form is not clear.

In this section, I start with the simplex and the gradient-projection methods to

see how their geometric characteristics are algebraically represented by a weighted

gradient-projection structure.

For convenience, I use a linear objective function (0.2) to illustrate the algebraic

structure. Let the feasible solution at step k be xk . Given nonnegative weights

K*J , U>2 ? • • • , ion, the weighted gradient-projection vector, p, at xk is defined as:

p = WcT -WAT ( AW 2 AT )~1 AW 2 cT (1.1)

= Wr,

where
W = diag(iui, i02 ? • • - ,wn ), r = ( c - yA)T,

and
y = cW2 AT( AW 2 AT )~1.

W weights the column of A and c as

AW = ( w\a\ 10202 • • • wnan )

and
cW = ( lOiCl W 2c2 . . . WnCn )
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Simplex

Note that any current feasible solution xk for the simplex method is a vertex

associated with a basis B. If xk is nondegenerate, W can be chosen as— {£ oth^isi M

Therefore, there are only m nonzero W { s. Hence, the simplex method weights the

column discriminatively by choosing m columns. Without losing generality, we may

assume that
B = ( a1 a2 . . . am ) ,

i.e., W { > 0 for i = 1,... , m and Wi = 0 for i = m+1,. . . ,n. When the above choice

for W is followed, y corresponds to the price vector at basis B, i.e.,

CBB~ X ,

where CB is the vector of the objective function coefficients corresponding to the

current basic variables. Likewise, r corresponds exactly to the reduced cost vector

at H,
c — CBB-1 A]

and p corresponds to the complementary slackness vector at B, which is always zero

in the simplex method:

diag(xfc )r = Wr = p = 0.

Since p is a zero vector at base B, or the current active constraint set { m +
1 n), no progress can be made by moving in the direction of — p, and the

simplex method has to select a new base at each iteration. If r > 0, then xk is

optimal; otherwise, a new base, which corresponds to an adjacent vertex of xk ,

must be formed by evaluating the sign of r and using a feasible ratio test. Since the

number of all possible vertices is finite, the simplex method has a finite convergence.

15



Gradient-Projection

Note that the gradient-projection method starts with any feasible point. Let

IT be chosen as in (1.2). The difference in this case is that xk may not be an

extreme solution, i.e., W may have more than m non-zero elements. However,

W still weights A discriminatively. y is the corresponding price vector, r is the

reduced cost vector with the set {i : x,- = 0} of active constraints, and p represents

;he gradient-projection to the null space of current active constraints:

p = Wr f r<, if x\ > 0;
\ 0, otherwise.

If r > 0, then xk is the optimal solution. Otherwise, either an improvement along

a face of the polytope can be made in the form of:

xk+1 = x k -0p

where

or the algorithm “ jams” at this set of active constraints if p = 0. In the latter case,

a new set of active constraints must be formed by dropping and adding indices

from and to the set using the sign of r and a ratio test. From now on the gradient-

projection method merges into the simplex method.

Scaled Gradient-Projection

Ignoring the canonical form of Karmarkar’s algorithm, this projection chooses

IV as the current strict positive interior solution itself:

W = diag(xfc). (1.3)

Therefore,
p = diag(x*)(c- yA)T .

16



p represents the complementary slackness vector and r is the reduced cost vector,

both associated with y as the price vector. The next iterate solution is obtained via

x*+i _ yy / e _ B — ) = xk - 3 -̂1 nwr ^ ibii ’ (1.4)

and 0 < 3 < 1- In this case, xk (> 0) is an interior point for all k . Therefore,

W always weights the columns of A smoothly and continuously. Intuitively, if xk

converges to an optimal extreme solution, W will eventually select the right basis

in the limiting sense. In other words, each column of A is not eliminated from the

basis until xk converges to a vertex. It can be verified that xk+1 is the optimal

solution for the following sub-optimization problem starting from xk :

LP1.1 minimize cx

subject to Ax — b

Noting (1.3), the last constraint, ||W-1(x — x*)||2 < /?2 , can be rewritten as

which corresponds to an interior ellipsoid in the positive orthant = { x E Rn :

x > 0}. Therefore, { x : Ax = b and ||T/F-1(x — £*)||2 < ^2} is a successive algebraic

representation of the interior ellipsoid centered at xk in the feasible polytope of CP.

Overall, for a general convex objective function, the sub-optimization problem

solved over the interior ellipsoid at each step has the following algebraic form:

CP1.1 minimize f ( x )

subject to Ax = b

W W -' i x - x^ f < P ,

where W is chosen to maintain x > 0. The parameter 3 characterizes the size of

the ellipsoid, and W affects its orientation and shape. In this dissertation, I choose

W as in (1.3).
17



1.4 Interior Ellipsoid (IE) Method for CP

It is somehow more convenient to reformulate CP1.1 in terms of the variables

x = W ~xx.
Thereby, CP1.1 becomes

CPI.2 minimize /'(x') = f (Wx' ) li

subject to A' x' = b'
ll*'- cii2 <

where A' = AW , b' = b, and e is the current feasible solution. Then the interior

ellipsoid method can be described as follows.

Algorithm 1.1

At the kth iteration do

begin

W = diag(xfc );

let a be the minimal solution for CP1.2;

xk+1 = Wa-,
k = k +1;

end.

If the optimal solution for CP is a boundary solution point, i.e., at least one

component of x* is zero, then a will be on the boundary of the ellipsoid (sphere) as

well. In other words, the last inequality constraint for CPI.2 will be binding so that

CPI.2 is in effect an equality constrained (convex) optimization. Consequently, the

combinatorial nature is eliminated from this approach. The optimality conditions

for CP1.2 are given by

Vf ' ( a ) - yA' + ti( a - e )T = 0; (1.5a)

A!a = 6'; (1.56)

18



||« - e||2 < /?2 and p > 0; (1.5c)

and
dII§1J=1% (1.5d)

Multiplying (1.5a) by A'T from the right,

V/'(a)A,r - yA' A'T + n( a - e )TA'T = 0.

Since both a and e satisfy the equality constraints,

A' ( a - e ) = b' - b' = 0

and
yA' A'T =Vf\a )A'T , (1.6)

let
pk = (V/'(a) — yA' )T . (1.7a)

Then if pk ^ 0, from (1.5a) and (1.5c),

a = e -*M\
(1.76)

and
(1.7c)

With respect to the original variables and coefficients of CP1.1,

lowing expressions:

pk =W (Wf ( xk+1 ) - yA)T ,

we derive the fol-

(1.8a)

(1.86)

and
Vf ( xk+1 )Wpk =Vf’( a )pk =||p‘||2. (1.8c)
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It is obvious that xk+1 > 0 if xk > 0, i.e., the iterative solution remains an interior

•positive) feasible solution.

In order to analyze convergence of the method, the following lemmas are intro-

duced.

Lemma 1.1 If pk = 0 (i.e., y, = 0) for k < oo, then zfe+1 and y are optimal for

CP and CD.

Proof. Note that

Pk = o

implies

(Vf ( xk+1 ) - yA)W = 0,

which implies

(V/(**+1)- yA) = 0, (1.9)

and

(V/(*
fc+1) - yA)diag(x*+1) = 0. (1.10)

Therefore, the conclusion in Lemma 1.1 follows from the optimality conditions that

1) xfc+1 is feasible for CP, 2) xk+1 and y are feasible for CD from (1.9), and 3)

complementary slackness is satisfied from (1.10). Q.E.D.

Essentially, Lemma 1.1 claims that the IE method will never “ jam” unless the

optimal solution for CP is generated in a finite number of iterations. If \\ pk \\ > 0

for all finite fc, the second lemma claims that ||p*|| — 0, where — designates

“ converges to.”
Lemma 1.2

Let ||p*|| > 0 for all k < oo and the optimal objective value of CP be bounded

from below. Then ||p*|| — 0 (i.e., p — 0). Furthermore, if the Hessian of /(.) is

positive-definite, then xk converges.
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Proof. Using (1.8a) and (1.8c), we have

/(.V
= f (*k+' )+ pjiv-«*‘+W +

= /(*‘+‘) + /9||p‘ll + 5pjjj(p‘)T^V2/(.)W'p‘,

where the Hessian V2/(.) is at least positive semi-definite. Therefore,

«p‘ll < /(^) - /(x‘+1).

(1.11)

Since f ( xk ) is monotonically decreasing and is bounded from below, f ( x k ) must

converge and f ( x k ) — f ( x k+1 ) — > 0, which implies ||pfc|| — 0. Moreover, via

(l-11),
2

< /(**) - /(**+ ).

Hence, if V2/(.) is positive definite, it follows that

IIMVII 0|lip'll
which implies from (1.8a) that

U** - **+1n — o. (1.12)

As the feasible polytope is bounded and closed (compact), { x k } must have a subse-

quence converging to x°°. This fact and (1.12) imply that the whole sequence {xfc}

converges to x°°. Q.E.D.

Let yk+1 be the y that appeared in (1.5a) at the kth iteration. yk+1 always

exists as a solution of (1.6), even though it may not be unique [12]. Therefore, if

x* converges, yk does not necessarily converge. This minor flaw can be fixed by

adding a nondegenerate assumption for x°° (with at least m nonzero components).
Since there exists a unique y that satisfies (1.6), we conclude that yk converges if

x* does. This leads to
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Lemma 1.3

If ||p*|| > 0 for all k < oo, xk — x°°, yk — y°° and ||p*|| — 0, then x°°

and y°° are feasible for CD.

Proof. We have

Pi° = xf°(V f ( x°° ) — y°° A)i = 0 for i = l ,2,...,n. (1.13)

Suppose y°° is not feasible for CD, i.e. 3 e > 0 and 1 < j < n, such that

(Vf ( x°° ) - y'x> A) j < -e < 0;

then 3 K > 0 such that for all oo > k > K

At the kth( k > K ) iteration of the algorithm,

Awn**' ) - yt+1^)ixj+1 = *J(1- fi- IIP*II ) >

hence,
xk+1 > xk > Xj" > 0 for all k > K.

Thus, {x*} is a strictly increasing positive series for k > K. Since neither xk- nor

(V/(x* ) — ykA) j converges to 0, x*(V/(x*) — ykA) j does not converge to 0. This

contradicts (1.13). Therefore, it must be true that

V/(x°°) - y°° A 0,

i_e.. x°° and y°° are feasible for CD.

With the above three lemmas, we derive

Q.E.D

i »
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Theorem 1.1

Let the optimal objective value of CP be bounded from below and let xk

and yk converge. Then, Algorithm 1.1 generates solution sequences xk and yk that

converge to the optimal solutions for both CP and CD.

Proof. If pk = 0 for k < oo, the conclusion of Theorem 1.1 follows from Lemma

1.1; otherwise, from Lemma 1.3, x°° and y°° axe feasible for CP and CD, and from

Lemma 1.2, Up001| = 0, which implies that complementary slackness is satisfied.
Thus, x°° and y°° are optimal for CP and CD. Q.E.D.

Here we see that ||p*j| can be used to develop a stopping criterion for Algorithm

1.1. Moreover, if /(.) is strictly convex, then the Hessian V2/(.) is positive definite

and the following corollary holds.

Corollary 1.1

Let the optimal objective value of CP be bounded from below and let /(.) be

strictly convex. Then Algorithm 1.1 generates solution sequences that converge to

:be optimal solutions for both CP and CD.

To evaluate the convergence ratio of the IE method, we have

Theorem 1.2

Let x*+1 and yk+l be feasible for CD. Then

/(**+,)-** < (l -^ )( f ( xk ) - z' ).

Proof. Since f ( x ) is a convex function,

/(**) - /(Z*+1) > Vf ( xl+1 )( xk - xk+1 ). (1.14)

We are also given that yk+1 is feasible for CD; so from (0.1)

d( xk+1 , yk+1 ) - z* = f ( xk+1 ) -Vf ( xk+1 )xk+1 + yk+1 b - z* < 0. (1.15)
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From (1.14) and (1.15),

V/(x*+1)x* - yk+1b + d( xk+\yk+1 ) - z* < f ( xk ) - z*. (1.16)

According to (1.8a) and (1.8c),

V/0Tk+1 )xk+1 = V/(xfc+1)x* - p\\ pk \\. (1.17)

Using Holder’s inequality and (1.8b) and noting pk > 0,

V t=l

= -L(yf ( xk+1 )xk - yk+1b). (1.18)

Due to (1.15), (1.16), (1.17), and (1.18),

/(xi+1)-** = Vf ( xk+1 )xk+1 - yk+' b+ d( xk+\yk+' ) - z*

< V/(x*+V - /3\\ pk \\ - yk+1b + (1- ~7=)(d(xfc+1, yk+1 ) - z* )
y/ n

< (1- -^= )(VHxk+' )xt - yk+' b+ d( xk+\yk+1 )-2*)
s/ n

Q E - D.

According to Lemma 1.3, yk does converge to a dual feasible solution. Therefore,
Theorem 1.2 essentially claims that the local (asymptotic) convergence ratio of the

IE method is (1 — 0(^)), which is a polynomial in n. As the local convergence

ri.uo counts the number of iterations in the course of the algorithm, the question

irises: what is the computational complexity in each iteration, i.e., in solving CPI.2
:r CP1.1)? By solving CPI.2, we can determine whether or not CP has a positive

_r:erior optimal solution (PIOS). To do so, we need only solve the following ECP:
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CPI.3 minimize /(x)
subject to Ax = b.

If an optimal solution for CP1.3 exists and if the solution is nonnegative, then CP

shares the same optimal solution with CPI.3; otherwise, CP has no PIOS, and the

sphere constraint will be binding in CPI.2. Therefore, we face an ECP at each

iteration of the IE method. Since ECP is a continuous optimization, it can be

solved efficiently. For example, if /(.) is a linear function, then CP1.1 or CPI.2 can

be solved in 0( n3 ) arithmetic operations; if /(.) is convex quadratic given by (0.3),

then the optimality conditions (1.5a) and (1.5b) can be written in a matrix form:

« '*>
Therefore, like the trust region method, CP1.1 or CPI.2 can be solved by approxi-

mating the multiplier /x in 0( Ln3 ) operations. Essentially, /x characterizes the radius

> 3 ) of the interior sphere from (1.7c). Consequently, searching for /x is equivalent

to searching for the right size of the interior trust ellipsoid (sphere) region.

Even if CP1.2 could be solved in polynomial time, the IE method is not a

polynomial algorithm because there is no guarantee that (/(x) — z* ) will be reduced

globally at the above convergence ratio. This leads me to propose a modified IE

method for CP in the next chapter— an error function is reduced at a global ratio

whose ratio is polynomial in L and n, where each iteration can be computed in

polynomial time if the objective function is convex quadratic.

1.5 IE Method in CP General Form

In the preceding section, the IE method was discussed in the standard CP form

m which all variables are subject to nonnegative constraints. If some of the variables

are "ffiree,” say, X { can be either negative or nonnegative, then we usually substitute

two nonnegative variables for x,-, i.e., let x* = x [ — x" where x[ > 0 and x" > 0.

Therefore, any CP problem can be transformed into the standard form while the

variables are doubled. In order to handle general CP problems efficiently, I introduce

-- variant of the IE method in CP general form:
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GCP minimize /(x)
subject to Ax > b.

I assume there exists an interior starting point a:0, such that

Ax° > b,

and

-2Le < x < 2Le.

These assume that the interior of the feasible polytope is non-empty and bounded.

The algorithm can be stated as follows.

Algorithm 1.2

At the kth iteration do

begin

D = diag(Axfe — 6);

let xk+1 be the minimal solution for the problem GCP.l;

k = k + 1;

end

where problem GCP.l is given by

GCP.l minimize /(x)

subject to (x — xk )T AT D~2 A( x — xk ) < /32.

Overall, both Theorem 1.1 and Theorem 1.2 hold for Algorithm 1.2. Specifically,
-.he set {x : (x — xk )TATD~2 A( x — xfc) < /?2} represents the interior ellipsoid

centered about xfc, {xfc} will remain as interior solutions (i.e., Axk > b) converging

the optimal solution, and the local convergence ratio is identical to the one in

Algorithm 1.1.
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1.6 Summary

The interior ellipsoid method has been introduced to solve linearly constrained

convex programming. Because the IE method eliminates the combinatorial nature

embedded in inequality constraints, it avoids the “ zigzagging” phenomenon on the

boundary of the feasible polytope. In addition, it can be used to analyze the local

convergence rate. In terms of optimality conditions, the differences among the

iterative solution strategies of the primal simplex (pivot ) method (PS), the dual

smplex method (DS), the gradient-projection method (GP), and the IE method

are summarized in Figure 1.3.

OPTIMALITY CONDITIONS

primal
feasibility

dual
feasibility

complementary
slackness

PS yes no yes

DS no yes yes

GP yes no yes/no

IE yes yes/no no

Figure 1.3. Solution Strategies of the Major CP Algorithms

From Figure 1.3, we can see that for the IE method complementary slackness is

aoc satisfied at each iteration but is only satisfied in the final stage, which basically

explains why the IE method avoids the “ zigzagging” phenomenon during the course

of the algorithm.
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ter 2 PTIE Method: Linear Programming

Introduction

Tbe birth of linear programming (LP) is usually identified with the develop-
er the simplex method in 1947 by George B. Dantzig [13]. It says much for the

's originator that the simplex method, which is not polynomial, remains

algorithm used in optimization systems. Due to its simple linear structure,

sparked tremendous interest among scientists in developing polynomial al-
Khachiyan proved the first polynomial-time algorithm in 1979 [37], and

published another one in 1984 [35].

Tiro major difficulties found in Karmarkar’s algorithm are: 1) it requires

sowledge of the exact minimal objective value, which is usually unknown in

and 2) it does not generate the optimal dual solution that is significant in

analysis.

If :he minimal objective value is unknown, a binary-search technique is em-

it Karmarkar’s sliding objective function method, or the primal and dual

are adjoined and solved together [35]. While both of the above approaches

•polynomial complexity, the former method dramatically increases the corn-

time and the latter doubles the problem size. Todd and Burrell [62]

a polynomial method using the dual variables in Karmarkar’s LP canoni-

Their method generates not only a sequence of interior feasible solutions,

: i sequence of objective lower bounds that converges to the minimal ob-

xilue from below. Their method uses a pre-scaling technique to force a

effect” constraint in the transformation from the LP standard form to

's canonical form. In another attempt to overcome the difficulties, Kar-

>5cently presented the “ two-dimensional search” technique [36]. However,

has not been proved to be a polynomial-time algorithm.
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Function

In order to achieve both polynomial complexity and practical efficiency in

lg the two difficulties in Karmarkar’s original algorithm, I developed a

lial variant of Karmarkar’s algorithm in the LP standard form. The variant

ot require prior knowledge of the minimal objective value, and it simultane-

renerates both optimal primal and dual solutions without adjoining the two

together. The variant does not require explicit transformation of the LP

form into Karmarkar’s canonical form; therefore, it avoids some numerical

in using the pre-scaling technique.

In addition to describing the polynomial variant, I will also discuss the reta-

rd:ween the ellipsoid method [37] and this variant, and will report my initial

tional results that suggest the usefulness of this variant in practice.

?::ential Function and Projective Transformation

I begin by introducing a new potential function, which is similar to the one

i
_imarkar’s algorithm, to measure the convergence rate of the optimization

Let x be an interior feasible solution for CP, and z < z*. The potential

associated with the CP standard form is defined by

P(x, z ) = (n + l)l n(/(x) l n(x j)
i=l

I < x £ X and f ( x ) > z* > z. By a simple calculation, we have the following

/(*» ) - *. = 7(x)exp(— — >
r1 < zm, and

7W = exp(£kM£il^kMf11).
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In this approach, I will implicitly use the following projective transformation.

live Transformation

let xk be the interior feasible solution of CP and W be given by (1.3). The

trre transformation T : Rn — Rn+1 is defined by

x'n+i - erW -ix + 1 >

r' = T( x ) G Rn+1 , and ar'[n] denotes the n vector of the first n components

• r '-la T. the feasible region X is mapped onto

X' = { x' Rn+1 : A' = 6\ *' > 0 and a'B+1 > 0},
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.4' J*( +D*("+i)

V Rn+1

b' = { n U ) -
nevr feasible region X' is contained in the simplex

S = {a:' G Rn+1 : eTx' = n + 1 and x' > 0}
*

if
e = T( x k ) is the center shown in Figure 2.1. Conversely, for any x' X', an

can be obtained via T-1 : Rn+1 — > J2"X

Wx' n]
x — T 1(x/ )

^n+l

s

R

Figure 2.1. The Simplex, Inscribing, and Circumscribing Spheres

One key observation regarding S is as follows. Let r be the radius of the

centered at e that inscribes S , and R be the radius of the sphere centered

1 1 (2.2
R ^/n(n + 1) n + 1

31
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I will presently show how to transform the following LP standard form into

ranonical form by means of the projective transformation.

Standard Form

Let /(x) be given by (0.2) on page 6. Then CP becomes

minimize cx

subject to x E X = { x E Rn : Ax = b and x > 0},

re call the LP standard form. Accordingly, CD reduces to

maximize yb

subject to y E Y = { y E Rm : yA < c}.

well-known duality theorem, we see that

yb < z* < cx for all x E X and y E Y.

Csing the projective transformation T, LP is related to

minimize c' x'
subject to x' E X'

r? r' = ( cW, — z ) and z < z*. LP(z) is equivalent to Karmarkar’s canonical

n -acept for the objective function, in which z, called the “ cut” here, is a lower

Mi of the minimal objective value for LP. Hence, in the interior feasible region

L?' z . the objective function has a nonnegative value. (Otherwise, via T-1, we

|-r.->-n an x E X such that cx < z*.)

Applying the IE method to LP(z) with e as the starting point, we are con-

sec with the following problem at each iteration:

z minimize c' x'
subject to x' E X'

||*'- e||2 < /?2 < 1.

1
|

k
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h L.1i:::on, the following inequality was proved by Karmarkar [35]:

1̂

2(1- /3)2 ‘

i. a > 0.2 for /3 = 0.27-0.36, which leads to a polynomial-time algorithm by

zs. zk = z* , as discussed on page 30. But this approach still relies on prior

ri-rdee of the minimal objective value. Therefore, the question arises: if this

r unknown , how can we solve linear programs in polynomial time in terms of

[ efficiency?
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in terms of the original coefficients that appeared in LP standard form,

U Cutting Objective Lower Bound Technique

In this section, I modify the approach discussed at the end of the last section

•si present a polynomial-time algorithm in which the minimal objective value is not

a-ocred. The modification consists of cutting well-updated lower bounds for the

vr- ial objective value similar to Todd and Burrell’s method [62]. Unlike their

the lower bound will be updated neither by forcing a “ predictable effect”
rcn^-raint nor by explicitly transforming the LP standard form.

Let pk be the projection vector from c'T to the null space of A! in LP2.1, i.e.,

ran be further written as

jn and y2 satisfy

y :) solves the system of linear equations

( AW 2 AT + bbT ) y( z )T = AW 2cT + zb.

y( z ) = y2 + zyi

( AW 2 AT + bbT )y'[ = AWe = b

(.AW 2 AT + bbT )yJ = AW 2CT.

uT — ( cW — y2 AW, y2 b )
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vT = ( yiAW, l - y i 6 ) . (2.7e)

We now derive the following lemma regarding <f>( z):

2.1

&( z ) is a concave piece-wise linear function, and there is Z £ R such that

H|; < 0. V z > Z .

?rrz<t It is obvious that is a piece-wise linear and concave function from (2.9).

un+i = 1- yib = 1- bT { AW 2 AT + bbT )~1 b
1

<l>( z ) < un+1- zvn+1 < 0. Q .E .D.

Based on Lemma 2.1, we can draw <f){ z ) as in Figure 2.2, where the critical

li !ii
I

- -
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1
z, z*

Figure 2.2. (f>( z ): Piece-Wise Linear and Concave Function

now introduce the cutting objective lower bound technique to obtain a

ial-time algorithm. Suppose we have obtained 0 < xk X and zk < z*

ktk iteration. Replacing z with zk in the above expressions, we have two

ties:

1) <t>( zk ) < 0, i.e., 3 1 < j < n +1, such that r j ( z k ) < 0. In this case,

n + 1

> c x k — z k
n + 1
c'e

n + 1 "

1.7b) and (1.8c),
(2.10)

. inequality (2.3) holds, which enables (2.5) to hold where z* is replaced

r* Urns, by letting zk+1 = zk , we have

p( xk+\zk+1 ) < p( xk , zk ) - a.

2‘ 6( zk ) > 0, i.e., VI < j < n +1, rj ( zk ) > 0. One can see that via (2.8),

P feasible for LD and y( zk )b — zk > 0, showing zk to be strictly below z*. In

» ase. we have
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L* — ma 2.2

Let zk e { z : (f>{ z ) > 0} ± 0. Then zk < *i < 2:*

?-oct From Lemma 2.1 and Figure 2.2,

z\ = sup{2: : <f>( z ) > 0}. (2.11)

fcDce.
«7VI

M addition, ; ^
<t>{ z{) = 0, i.e., r(*i) > 0.

rr:c1 2.8), the first n inequalities imply that y(zi ) is feasible for LD, and the last

a-r A^y implies that

z\ < y( zi )b z*. Q.E.D.

Let zk+1 = z\. Then, based on Lemma 2.2,

•sai. leads to

„~k -fc+l

IIP* II > ~~Z7T7~ ,
n + 1

p( xk+1 , zk+1 ) < p( x t , z t+' ) - a

Therefore, in both cases the potential function is reduced by a fixed amount

«. Moreover, if 2* exists for LP, then z* > — 22i due to (0.5). Thus, we can set the

TI— l o w e r bound to z° = — 22L — 1. Formally, I state the algorithm as follows.

Algorithm 2.1

Let — 2Le < x° G X , z° = -22L -1, and k = 0.

while (cxk — zk ) > M ~l do

begin

W = diag(z*);
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Q.E.D.a > 0.2.

W :xxung

obtain yi , 2/2 , u and v via (2.7b)-(2.7e);

1° if <t>( zk ) > 0 then

zk+ 1 == z\ else

2° zk+ 1 = zk\

-e;

a = e - where /? = 0.27-0.36;

xk+1 = T"1(a);

i = fc + 1;

end.

The steps from 1° to 2° are the lower bound updating scheme. If z° = z* or

< abounded, then z° will never be updated since <f>( z° ) < 0 for all k . Overall,

injz -sing theorem can be proved.

*m 2.1

In 0{ Ln) iterations of Algorithm 2.1

cxk — zk < M-1 , where zk < z* < cxk .

The proof directly follows from the discussion on pages 30-31 and the in-

p( xk+ 1 , zk+ 1 ) < p( xk , zk ) - a for lb = 1, 2, . . .

. x following refined version of Algorithm 2.1, which appears to be simpler,

by using the formula

( Q-1 b )( Q~ H )T( Q + bbT)~1 = Q-1 -
1 + bTQ~1 b

AWe = Axk = b.
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j£aed Algorithm 2.1

Jc lie step do

begin

IF = diag(xfc );

let y' and y" solve

AW 2 ATy'T = AWe and AW 2 ATy"T = AW 2cT; (2.12)

t/i = y' / ( l + Wj ) and y2 = y" -u>2yi , where = y' b and u;2 = y"6;

pk = u - zk+1v - cx*
+ f e;

the rest axe the same as in Algorithm 2.1;

end.

According to (2.12), y' and y" always exist, so Theorem 2.1 holds whether

is singular or not. Nevertheless, if AW 2 AT is ill-conditioned, numerical

y.- . r--s may result. One of the advantages of the refined Algorithm 2.1 is that we

»*-» lower-dimension least squares problems at each step. Another advantage

a - in practice, A is usually sparse and b is usually dense so that AW 2 AT is

T sparser than AW 2 AT + bbT . Hence, in solving (2.12), we can take advantage

m ire sparseness to make computations more efficient.

Table 2.1 on page 40 shows three computational experiments for Algorithm

IL z° = 2*, — 106, and — 109, respectively. Even though the three solution

-rr~-* ise at the same level, the initial setting of z° still appears sensitive to the

rr^nce speed. When zk = z° = z* , the number of iterations is 13. When z° =
z° = — 109, the numbers of iterations increase to 21 and 28, respectively.

latter two cases, the lower bound ( z k ) did not update during the first several

ctis. and the primal objective value (c x k ) went up. In order to further speed

algorithm and to obtain the optimal dual solution, I present the cutting dual-

rre technique, also called the new primal-dual method in the next section.
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Table 2.1 Cutting Objective Lower-Bound Technique for T0Y1

(optimal objective value z* = -90.15951)

aeration ll ll ** z° = -106 z° = -109
(*) cxk cxk zk cxk zk
0 -42.28979 -42.28979 -1.0E+6 -42.28979 -1.0E+9
1 -69.91632 -33.53101 -1.0E+6 -33.52689 -1.0E+9
2 -80.59710 -9.358616 -1.0E+6 -9.359189 -1.0E+9
3 -85.58926 95.58571 -1.0E+6 95.60847 -1.0E+9
4 -89.08782 419.8374 -1.0E+6 420.0740 -1.0E+9
5 -89.61885 1415.711 -1.0E+6 1417.355 -1.0E+9
6 -90.01867 40.68949 -187.7833 8959.250 -1.0E+9
7 -90.08872 8.935287 -187.7833 27521.21 -1.0E+9
8 -90.14657 -28.34679 -187.7833 113220.7 -1.0E+9
9 -90.15481 -59.16423 -133.3103 5805.871 -230.6619

10 -90.15889 -75.65789 -108.8690 2522.758 -230.6619
11 -90.15927 -85.72628 -93.97246 143.8895 -230.6619
12 -90.15943 -87.97033 -93.77613 69.28892 -230.6619
13 -90.15949 -89.24955 -91.70067 -15.49746 -227.9462
14 -89.75756 -90.70351 0.9099597 -227.9462
15 -89.98948 -90.51209 -49.58133 -142.2808
16 -90.10005 -90.17029 -54.38325 -142.2808
17 -90.14409 -90.16386 -75.19707 -108.8332
18 -90.15541 -90.15977 -84.13189 -94.69531
19 -90.15874 -90.15953 -87.98166 -93.96503
20 -90.15920 -90.15951 -88.90664 -92.29742
21 -90.15944 -90.15951 -89.72953 -90.66972
22 -89.92754 -90.56704
23 -90.09386 -90.24303
24 -90.13799 -90.16751
25 -90.15391 -90.16077
26 -90.15803 -90.15952
27 -90.15917 -90.15951
28 -90.15942 -90.15951
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4 Cutting Dual-Objective Value Technique:

4. New Primal-Dual Algorithm for LP

*( z )
zk Z , 2*

Figure 2.3. Case of <j>{ zk ) < 0 but { z : <f>( z ) > 0} ^ 0

m the case of Figure 2.3, zk will not be updated, i.e., zk+1 = zk . While

: out zk+1 preserves polynomial complexity, zk+1 is underestimated. This is

based on Lemma 2.2, <f>{ z\ ) = 0 and z\ < z* whenever { z : <j>( z ) > 0} ^ 0,

is a weaker condition than <j>( zk ) > 0. If we let zk+1 = z\ in this case, then

< r **1 < z* and ( j)( zk+1) = 0. Therefore, cutting out this greater z*+1 also

the polynomial complexity and brings zk+1 closer to z* . Thus, we can

the lower bound updating criterion in Algorithm 2.1 from <j>( zk) > 0 to

I ** - > 0} # 0 and zk < z\. To see if { z : <j>{ z ) > 0} ^ 0, one can check to see if

o. r ) > 0 in 0( n) arithmetic operations from Lemma 2.1. Since (f>( zk ) > 0

-T- sit { z : 4>{ z ) > 0} ^ 0 and zk < z\, the lower bound { z\ ) generated under

4^ i*rv criterion is at least as tight as the lower bound generated under the former

Consequently, the modification will make the algorithm converge faster.
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The remaining questions are: how can we recover the optimal dual solution
13 is feasible; and how can we find a lower bound even closer than z\ from the

criterion?

So far we have updated the lower bound of the objective function without
n«- r iual feasibility. Actually, if LP is unbounded, then no feasible solution exists

ir ID. zk , in the above approaches, does not associate with any dual variable; it

> Ae pure lower bound of the objective function in LP standard form. As long as

|r* ) < 0, then zk is a valid “ cut” to maintain polynomial complexity. However,
K '2ch updating of zk , we can certainly construct a dual solution like y{ z\ ) via

.1*
1 Not only is y{ z\ ) feasible for LD, but y( z\ )b is also greater than z\ due to
rcoof of Lemma 2.2. Thus, we can simultaneously update the primal and dual

solutions when we raise the lower bound. The initial dual solution y° is

•rnrdically set to be infeasible. When we write yk = y° , we mean that yk remains

*n*2sble. Therefore, we can modify the steps between 1° and 2° in Algorithm 2.1
the following procedure:

: iification 2.1: Cutting dual-objective value

1° if { z : <j>( z ) > 0} 7^ 0 and zk < y( zi )b then

yk+i _
y( Z\ ) and zk+1 = y{ z\ )b else

2° yk+1 = yk and zfc+1 = zk .

2.3

At each update of zk in Modification 2.1, y{ z\ ) is feasible for LD, y( z\ )b >
st .aad p( y( zi )b ) < 0.

It is a direct result from <f>( z\ ) = 0 that y{ z\ ) is feasible for LD and y( zi )b >
jfe proof of Lemma 2.2). Then, noting (2.11),

Z! = sup{z : <i>{ z ) > 0},

implies

<l>( y( zi )t> ) 0. Q.E.D.
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Due to Lemma 2.3, we can derive

«m 2.2

In 0( Ln) iterations of Modification 2.1, either

cxk - z° < M ~\

* * is infeasible for LD or

cxk - ykb < M -\

Sore, in 0( Ln) iterations,

-l

that

43

p* is feasible for LD.

If the algorithm never updates the lower bound, then <f>( z° ) < 0 for all k , and

rooverges to z° in 0( Ln) iterations from Theorem 2.1. In this case, yk = y°
tZ k . i .e. , yk is infeasible for LD.

If the update criterion is first satisfied at the Kth iteration, then V k > K ,

s f-easible for LD and
2* > ykb = zk > zk ~1 .

( cxk - zk ) < M -

( cxk - ykb) < M ~1 . Q.E .D.

Table 2.2 on page 44 provides computational results based on this modifica-

Even though z° = — 1030 , the number of iterations in Table 2.2 remains at

lower than the number of iterations in Table 2.1. Therefore, the initial

of z° is no longer sensitive to the convergence speed.



Table 2.2 Cutting Dual-Objective Value Technique for T0Y1

(optimal objective value z* = -90.15951)

zu = 10a 10JUiteration
( k ) cx* ** ykb C X K z y y b )

-l.OE+9
-1.0E+9
126.1271
117.3730
98.23610
94.37737
93.45246
90.64095
90.64095
90.38570
90.16473
90.16161
90.15964
90.15953
90.15951
90.15951

-1.0E+30
-1.0E+30
-126.1346
-117.3790
-98.24049
-94.37726
-93.45272
-90.64179
-90.64179
-90.38584
-90.16474
-90.16162
-90.15964
-90.15953
-90.15951
-90.15951

0 42.28979
33.53101
55.16278
66.38482
82.09950
86.61590
88.58283
89.39706
89.88962
90.04104
90.12323
90.14952
90.15737
90.15889
90.15935
90.15947

42.28979
33.52689
55.15746
66.38009
82.09729
86.61603
88.58340
89.39661
89.88951
90.04129
90.12325
90.14951
90.15736
90.15889
90.15935
90.15947

1
2
3
4
5
C
7

9
10
11
12
13
14
15

W {: : 6( z ) > 0} = 0 in all of the iterations, then z° will never be updated,

essentially corresponds to the case of an unbounded primal objective func-

ZL-n- .t, LD does not have a feasible solution, and { z : <f>( z) > 0} = 0. Thus,
Ljcorithm drives cxk to z°, showing that the primal objective is unbounded,

y-fc— .— ’ly, we can check to see if the ( n+l )th component of pk blocks the feasi-
w station. If it does, and cxk+1 < 0, then the primal objective is unbounded.

F^rthermore, in Phase 1, Karmarkar’s algorithm checks primal infeasibility

xr "ri^ating the reduction of the potential function [35]. This criterion is valid

» 7 if the step size, /5, is less than 0.36. However, we usually take large-sized

"KX — the practical approach. To overcome this difficulty, we can check for

by seeing whether z° is updated, where z° = 0 in Phase 1. If z°
* ic*ii:ed. then 0 is not the optimal objective value for Phase 1, so that the

y - > rcogram is infeasible. This criterion is used in place of computing the

m^-% - - potential function and is valid for any step size.
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k+11°

2 =

k+l
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U Cutting Primal-Objective Value: A Heuristic Approach

So far, in Algorithm 2.1 and Modification 2.1, we have cut out zk (< z* ) from

32*? :fcjective function. In these algorithms, the objective function of LP does not

jKcotonically decrease in contrast to Algorithm 1.1. In this section, I present the

-r— ng primal-objective value method in which I fix the “ cut” at the kth iteration

m she current primal objective value, cxk . The significant difference is that cxk

* IZL uppbound of the optimal objective value. The proof for the convergence of

rutting primal-objective method is almost identical to the proof for Algorithm

fcj m Chapter 1. Therefore, I focus on its local convergence ratio, which is proved

b* (1 — ^=), i.e., it asymptotically reduces the complexity by the factor y/n.
ly, the objective function of LP monotonically decreases in this method,

j-.r-r-.gh it is not a polynomial-time algorithm, the cutting primal-objective method

* worthy of presentation since it performs quite well in most experimental problems

k involves less computational work.

Vr -iification 2.2: Cutting primal-objective value

By substituting 2 with cxk in (2.6), pk is simplified as

k _ ( D( c - y( z )A)T \
P y( z )b - z ) '

^6 = 0. Thus, (1.10) becomes

c'a = — /J|b‘||.
inverse projective transformation T ~1 ,

(ci*+I - C*‘)a„+1 = -/Jib1!!



2.1

- A+1

n rider s inequality,

1 n+l

IIP II > -7=T(EIP I )

=(E<p‘)-p‘+i)

Vn + 1

« 2.14 ) and 1 -0 < an+1 < 1+ 0,

4G

)( cxk - z* ). Q.E.D.



a~vm

Table 2.3 Cutting Primal-Objective Value Technique for TOY1

(optimal objective value z* = -90.15951)

zk

0
1

3
4

7

9
10
11
12
13

Computational Results

The computational results that appear in Table 2.4 on page 48 summarize

anmerical experiments in using the three major cutting-objective methods:
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_
*ocithm 2.1 with zk = z* , Algorithm 2.1 with Modification 2.1, and Algo-
'— 2.1 with Modification 2.2. The problems are solved by the same Phase 1

procedure. The stopping tolerance is

l + |cx*|

in: :be cutting dual method. The step size, /?, was chosen to be 0.9.

Table 2.4 Solution Iterations of Three Cutting Objective Techniques

Problem
isne

Size
m x n z*

Total Iterations
zk = ykb

BLAIR
EXP1
TIRE

AFIRO
TOY1
TOY2
ASSI

5 x 11
10 x 17
12 x 24
27 x 51
47 x 80
47 x 80

100 x 2500

-3905
-18354
19173.3

-4.647531
-90.15951
-90.07216

-2675

12
15
12
11
15
15
15

zk _ gO
_

z*
12
13
11
11
13
12
14

zk cx
10
14
11
13
13
13
14

BLAIR and EXP1 problems require many pivots using the simplex method,

aur they are solved by the PTIE method in a small number of iterations. The

:' -if) problem is degenerate, and the computation is unstable: at the above

izx~r3nce the primal feasibility is violated at the final stages. This is because

£ AFIRO I use the norm equation to solve least squares, which is unstable if

jir:.4r is ill-conditioned. The ASSI problem is highly degenerate. However,

£ ooctrast to AFIRO, the solution for ASSI is stable since the code for solving

rser squares is numerically stable, as is shown in Table 2.5 on page 49. By

-nirrast. the simplex method solves AFIRO using only 6 pivots. TOY1 and

POY2 have the same structure but with slightly different objective coefficients.

3- --r - g the simplex method, TOY1 requires 56 pivots and TOY2 requires 107

-jrvrr.i They require the same number of iterations using the PTIE method.

)’

I

I
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Table 2.5 Cutting Dual-Objective Value Technique for ASSI

(optimal objective value z* = -2675)

30z u = -10iteration
(*) k y bc x
0 1496.720001 -1.0E30

1695.918526 -3501.4400001
2 2005.349575 -3167.012842

2104.850021 -2794.8989473
2397.273718 -2721.291142
2407.309533 -2695.8182425

6 2526.212707 -2683.018124
2572.993991 -2677.9331217
2635.087018 -2677.118992
2650.194006 -2675.7692229

10 2671.755077 -2675.115275
2672.858629 -2675.01219611

12 2674.412174 -2675.003201
2674.853429 -2675.00019313
2674.958109 -2675.000022
2674.991845 -2675.000001

14
15

:he optimization problem.

49

Overall, the computational results can be summarized as follows:

1 The convergence speed of the PTIE method is insensitive to the size of

1 In the PTIE method prior knowledge of the optimal objective value is no

longer significant.

1 The data structure has less effect on the convergence of the PTIE method

-.ian on the convergence of the simplex method.

4 A numerical problem may result when the code for solving least squares

ts unstable.



Relation to the Ellipsoid Method

As we briefly discussed in Chapter 0, the ellipsoid method (the first polynomial-
ilgorithm for LP) behaves similarly to the worst case complexity bound in prac-
*nd its value remains theoretical. However, our computational results show
:he polynomial variant of Karmarkar’s algorithm behaves very well in prac-

The questions arise: what is the significant difference between Karmarkar’s
and the ellipsoid method? Are these two algorithms totally unrelated?

The answer to the second question is “ no.” The relation between the ellipsoid

and Karmarkar’s algorithm was first studied by Todd. In a recent paper,
shown how to obtain an ellipsoid that contains all the optimal dual solutions

Xarmarkar’s algorithm [61]. He proved that under certain conditions the
of this ellipsoid shrinks to zero as the primal-dual “ gap” converges to zero.

TTjlume determinant of the ellipsoid proposed in his approach is apparently
t on the nondegeneracy of the optimal primal solution. Unlike the ellipsoid

the volume does not necessarily shrink monotonically.

In this section, based on Todd’s analysis, I propose a new ellipsoid in Algo-
2-1. The new ellipsoid is contained in the complementary dual-slack space

centered at the current dual-slack solution, and it contains all the optimal dual
solutions. Surprisingly, the “ magic” potential function, which is used to
polynomial convergence of Algorithm 2.1, turns out to correctly represent

rithmic volume of this ellipsoid. Therefore, as the potential function mono-
declines, the volume of the ellipsoid uniformly shrinks to zero as it does in

ipsoid method. Since the volume of the new ellipsoid is uniquely character-
zj '.he potential function, it shrinks to zero whether or not the optimal primal

is degenerate.
Ellipsoid Method

The ellipsoid method was originally used for solving problems of linear in-
( LI), i.e., either finding y G Rm for the system of inequalities

yA < c,
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rrporting that the system is inconsistent. Let R( A) be the row space of A, i.e.,

R( A) = { x ERn : x = yA, yERm }

^ a subspace of Rn , and let

C(c) = { x E Rn : x < c }

ss a cone pointed at c. Then the geometric interpretation of LI is either to find

in R( A) fl C( c) or to detect R( A) fl C( c) = 0.

Let Q E RnXn be a positive definite matrix, and the ellipsoid be defined by

E {it E R( A) : (u — u )Q( u - u )T < 1},

is embedded in an n dimensional ellipsoid centered at it 6 R( A). Then the

method starts with a worst case of Q° and it0, and generates a sequence

ids {£*}

Ek = {it G R( A) : (u - uk )Qk ( u - uk )T < 1),

centers at uk E R(A) and contains R(A) fl 0(c). The volume of Ek reduces

at a fixed ratio. More precisely,

(2.15)

. after enough iterations either we must discover a solution, or else we

certain that through successive shrinkings the ellipsoid has become too

contain R( A) fl C( c) and conclude R( A) fl C( c) = 0. Each iteration of the

method requires 0( Ln2 ) arithmetic operations. One can analyze that the

omplexity is 0(L2 n4 ).

The ellipsoid method can be used naturally for solving LD by finding a fea-
y for the system of linear inequalities

yA < c and yb > z*,
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yA < c( z* ),

A = ( A, -b ) and c( z* ) = ( c, -z* ) .

We now derive the dual ellipsoid. Let

diag(rcfc ) 0 \ _ ( W 0 \
o l ) \o i )

. HOT all optimal dual feasible solution y* of LD, we must have

y*
~AD < c( z* )D < c( zk+1 )D.

farther implies that

' (c(2‘+1) - y' A)D\\2 ((c(z‘+1)- y' AjDe )2 = («* - 2*+1)2.

r, via (2.8), r( zk+1) N( AD) where N( AD ) stands for the null space of

Thus,

| =||(c(2fc+1) — y( zk+1 )A)D +( y( zk+1 )A — y*~A)D )\2

= IK^+1) + (v(^+1 ) - y*)3Sf
= llr(2*+1)l|2 + ll(y(2*+1 ) - v' )A D f - (2-19)

e = /̂(cx‘- 2‘+‘)2 - ||r(2‘+ > )||2

a
Q

finding u Rn+1 such that

u G R(A) nC( c( z* ) )

. let
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< 2-18) and (2.19) imply that

ll(l/(**+1) ~ V' ) AD\? = ll (^‘+I)- v' A)Df -||r(*‘+> )||2

< ( cxk - zk+1 )2 - \\r( zk+1 )\\2 = e2

\\( y( zk+1 ) A - y’ A )D\\ < e < ek .

x* = y( zk+1 )A, and Sk be the ellipsoid

Sk = { u Rn+1 : ||(u - u*)jD|| < ek }.

n.we must have

2.4

(2.20)

R( A) D C( c( z* ) ) C Sk .

Since (2.17) holds for all y* that are the optimal feasible solutions for LD,

ins all y* A 6 R( A) such that y* A < c(z*). This proves

R( A) n C( c ) C Sk . Q.E.D.

Interestingly, the volume of Sk is

V ( S k ) 7r(e*)n+1 7r( cxk — 2fc )n+1

det(D) n"=i xi

words,

In V(S*) = P( xk ,zk ) + In x, (2.21)

pctential function value correctly represents the logarithmic volume of the

5*. Using (2.1) and Lemma 2.4, we directly derive
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Theorem 2.3

Let

for all k in Algorithm 2.1,

The theorem indicates that Sk contains all the optimal dual-slack solutions

< exp(-o) < 0(2 ‘).

JJ(yl) n C( c( z* j) C Sk

*A } and the volume of Sk shrinks at the ratio 0( 2-1), compared to the shrinking

sc O 2-1/") for the ellipsoid method given in (2.15). We can also see other minor

fkrences between the ellipsoid method and Algorithm 2.1:

1 The initial volume of the ellipsoid method has to take the worst case

bound nn2 Ln , but the initial volume of Karmarkar’s algorithm is natu-
rally bounded by the initial potential function value, which is much less

than nn2Ln.

2 The moving step in the ellipsoid method is limited to a certain size, there-
fore, the theoretical shrinking ratio is strictly true for the ellipsoid method.

However, a larger step size (/?) in Algorithm 2.1 can be taken by incorporat-
ing a line search technique to minimize the potential function (hence, the

volume of the dual ellipsoid), resulting in much greater volume reduction

than the theoretical shrinking ratio.
Practically, these dual ellipsoids can be used to determine the optimal non-

b- variables. Let the optimal dual-slacks be defined as

s* = ( c - y* A, y* b - z* ),

sk = (c — y( zk+1 )A) y( zk+1 )b — z* ).
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(2.22)s' - sk = ( y( zk+1 ) - y* )AeR( A).

. 2.20) induces a dual-slack ellipsoid

{» :||(»-»*)5|| < «} (2.23)

contains all the optimal dual slacks s*. From the complementary slackness

$* x* = 0 for all 1 < i < n,

i* > 0 implies that x* = 0 or Xi is an optimal nonbasic variable. Therefore,

aa calculate the minimal value for s* subject to constraints (2.22) and (2.23).
we can solve the following dual-slack ellipsoidal optimization problem:

minimize $i

subject to s — sk R( A)

||(S - 3‘)D||2 < £2.

The minimal values of DEO for 1 < i < n axe given by the following propo-

rtion 2.1

The minimal objective value for the DEO problem is

e

i- is the ith diagonal element of positive diagonal matrix D and qi is the zth

element of the projection matrix

DAT ( AD2 AT )~1 AD.

The proof directly results from the Kuhn-Tucker optimality conditions for
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If the minimal value of DEO is positive, then s* > 0, showing that x; must

optimal nonbasic variable. Surprisingly,

DAT ( AD2 AT )-1 AD = ( AW, — b)T ( AW 2 AT + bbr )~l ( AW, -b),

was already obtained while solving least-squares (2.7) in Algorithm 2.1. For

. if ( AW, — b) is factorized by the QR method such that

( AW, — b)T = QR

Q 6 R(n+1) xm and R Rmxm, then

( AW, -b)T ( AW 2 AT + bbr )~1( AW, -b) = QQT .

is the norm square of the ith row of Q, and the minimal value of DEO

:«? calculated for all i with 0(n) arithmetic operations.

In case xk has some zero elements like in the simplex method, Proposition

Z.' rac. be described as

sition 2.2

The minimal objective value of EOP is

S i - e y/ f i

TBT* f. is the ith diagonal element of the positive semi-definite matrix

IT(AD2It)-1X

Overall, we can derive the following strong column eliminating theorem for

programming,

m 2.4

let xk E X , e be defined above, and qi be the ith diagonal element of matrix

AT(AD2 AT )-' A.
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Note that sk is the reduced cost vector in the simplex method; hence, the new

rule subtracts the second term e -y/ql from the reduced cost vector to obtain

i jcrccg column eliminating conclusion in Theorem 2.4. Moreover, the algorithm

f converge to zero in a polynomial number of steps. Therefore, if <?,- is bounded

above for all 1 < i < n, all optimal nonbasic columns will be eliminated from

randidate set in a polynomial number of steps.

Summary

In this chapter, I modified the IE method to overcome the difficulties found

cn-er polynomial-time algorithms. Algorithm 2.1 and Modification 2.1 do not

prior knowledge of the optimal objective value, and neither of them destroys

of polynomial complexity. In addition, they can be efficiently implemented

ipncuce.

Using the cutting dual-objective value technique, I obtained the optimal fea-

sxutions for both primal and dual programs while neither doubling the size

e original LP problem as is done in Karmarkar’s original algorithm [35], nor

_r a “ predictable constraint” as is done in Todd and Burrell’s method [62].

ideally, the conclusions in this chapter hold without the assumption of

racy since the least squares solutions in (2.12) always exist even though
:A~ is singular.

A dual ellipsoid of Algorithm 2.1 was also discussed in this chapter. The

function, which is used to measure polynomial convergence of the primal

in the algorithm, correctly represents the logarithmic volume of the ellip-

iining all the optimal dual-slack solutions. Like in the ellipsoid method,

tm#» of this dual-slack ellipsoid uniformly shrinks as the algorithm iterates.
Kmblance leads to a strong column eliminating theorem to determine the

basis for linear programming.

Si - ey/ql > 0,

the ith column is not in any of the optimal bases for linear programming.

»
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The framework of the PTIE technique is extended to linearly constrained

programming in the next chapter. This extension leads to a polynomial-

algorithm for convex quadratic programming.

ark

While this dissertation has been in process, several developments have been

:o the growing literature on Karmarkar’s LP algorithm. Adler, Karmarkar,

and Veiga [1] obtained a large number of computational results for Kar-

r's algorithm. Anstreicher [2] proposed a lower bound estimation technique

Kacmarkar’s LP canonical form, similar to Todd and Burrell’s work. Barnes [3],

and Soyster [9], Kortanek and Shi [39], and Vanderbei, Meketon, and Freed-

14' developed the “ affine scaling” method that is identical to the IE method

s:l“ _rig LP problems in standard forms. Bayer and Lagarias [5], Megiddo [48],

M-rgiddo and Shub [49] studied the solution trajectories and boundary behav-

f Karmarkar-type algorithms. The “ cutting optimal-objective value” technique

described and analyzed by Gay [22] and Lustig [46] using the potential

in the LP standard form. Gay [22] and Ghellinck and Vial [24] proposed

a similar to Algorithm 2.1. Gill, Murray, Saunders, Wright, and Tomlin

In and Imai [33], and Kojima, Mizuno and Yoshise [38] analyzed the Newton

method for LP and its similarity to Karmarkar’s algorithm. Renegar [55]

Giczaga [29] improved the solution time for LP by introducing the interior

method. Ye and Chiu [68] showed how to recover the shadow price of LP

a '•» *— --War's algorithm.
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Chapter 3 PTIE Method: Quadratic and Convex Program-
ming

3.1 Introduction

Linear programming is a subset of convex quadratic programming (QP),
which arises in such varied disciplines as engineering, economics, the physical sci-
ences, mathematics, or in any other area where decisions must be made in a complex

situation. QP and its dual were intensively discussed and analyzed by Cottle and

Dantzig [11][13], Eaves [16], and Murty [51]. Several significant developments for

solving QP problems were introduced by Hildreth [32], Lemke [42] (implemented by

Tomlin [63]), and Wolfe [66]. As far as I know, none of these approaches is a poly-
nomial algorithm. Kozlov, Tarasov and Khachiyan [40] proved that the ellipsoid

method solves the convex QP in polynomial-time. But, as we discussed in Chapter

0, the implementational result of the ellipsoid method is not as attractive as its

theoretical result. Overall, an efficient polynomial-time algorithm for QP has not

yet been developed and implemented.

In this chapter, I apply the projective transformation technique to CP. I show

that an extension of the PTIE method solves CP in 0( Ln) iterations. In addition,
if f ( x) is quadratic, the sub-optimization problem in each iteration can be solved

in polynomial-time. Therefore, the PTIE method is a polynomial-time algorithm

for QP. In Section 3.4, I extend the primal-dual algorithm (discussed in the last

chapter) to solving CP, computing each iteration approximately and updating the

dual objective value iteratively. Section 3.5 summarizes the computational results,
which show that the behavior of the algorithm is similar to the procedure used in

solving LP problems.

3.2 Convexity Invariance in Projective Transformation

In Chapter 2, we saw that the polynomial complexity of the PTIE method for

linear programming is based on the inequality of (2.3), which resulted from solving

j !!n,

||
'ill |irfc
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LP2.1(z*). This inequality makes the linear objective function reduce at the ratio

of (1 — 0( £)), and the algorithm converge in 0( Ln ) iterations. However, this

reduction should also be true even when the objective is a general convex function

in LP2.1(z*). More specifically, let a be the minimal solution for

CP3.1(z*) minimize /'(x')
subject to x' X'

||x'- e||<2 ^ < l

where f' ( x' ) > 0 V x' X\ and 3 x'* G X' such that /'(x'*) = 0. Then, due to the

inequality (2.2) and the convexity of f' ( x'),

/'(«) < , jg
/'(e) - n +1’ (3.1)

which resembles (2.3).

In this section, I show how to projective-transform CP into the canonical

form with a new augmented convex objective function, and then how to apply the

IE method to solving CP3.1(z*). To begin, I assume that the optimal objective value

z* is known in advance for CP (this assumption will be released later). By using

the projective transformation T and the following objective augmenting technique,
CP can be related to the following problem:

CP3(z*) minimize /'(x') = x'n+1(/(T-1x')- z* )
subject to x' X' .

The augmented objective function in CP3(z*) plays a key role in my approach. Note

that f' ( x' ) is the product of the error function /(x) — z* multiplied by z'n+1 > 0.
Hence, f' ( x' ) > 0 in X' . Generally, we have

where x' = T(x). Especially,

/'(«) = /(**)- *•
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and

/'(x“ ) = z'*+](/(**)-Z') = 0,

where x'* = T(x*). If /(x) is a linear function, then f' ( x' ) is also a linear function;

otherwise, from

V/V) = (Vf ( x )W, f ( x ) - z’ -Vf ( x )x )

we have

V/'(xV = f' ( x' ), (3-2)

which, interestingly, indicates that f' ( x' ) still behaves like a linear function. How-

ever, perhaps the most important characteristic of the new objective function is due

to the following lemma.

Lemma 3.1

Let /(x) be a convex function in X . Then f' ( x' ) is a convex function in

X'.

Proof. Let ( ,rj > 0, ( + rj = 1, and u = T
_

1(ti') and v = T-1(v' ). Then, for any

u' ,v' £ X'

f' ( ( u' + rjv' ) = (C«'„+i + *7<+i)(/(W (( u' [n] + r}v' [n] )
C<+i + r]v'n+ j

)-0

< («+,)(/(«) -*•) + (»<+1)(/(«)-o
= C/(“ ') + ’)/’(«')• Q.E.D.

Lemma 3.1 leads to a very important conclusion: the convexity of the objective

function remains invariant in the objective augmentation and the projective trans-

formation. This invariance enables us to use the PTIE method to solve CP3.1. As

a result, the following algorithm is introduced:
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Algorithm 3.1

while f ( xk ) — z* > M-1 do

begin

W = diag(zfe );

let a be the optimal solution of CP3.1(z*);

s*+i = T-i (a);

k = k +1;

end.

The next lemma is used to prove a theorem for Algorithm 3.1. The lemma

confirms that inequality (3.1) holds, i.e., a fixed objective reduction can be made

at each iteration.
Lemma 3.2

m < (1--L.)
/'(e) n + l

}-
Proof. If x,m {*' E X' : ||z' — e|| < 6), then

0 < /'(a) < = 0,

and so Lemma 3.2 holds. Otherwise, since X' is a convex polytope, the intersection

point of the boundary of {*' E. X' : \\ x' - e\\ < b} and the line segment between

e and x'* , should be feasible for CP3.1. Let a' be the intersection point; then a'

satisfies
||o' - e|| = fi , (3.3)

and
a1 = 6 x'* + (1 — 0 )e for some 0 < 6 < 1. (3.4)

Substituting a' in (3.4) for a' in (3.3),

\\0x'* + (1 — 0 )e — e|| = ft ,
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then
e\\x“ -e||= /?.

Note that
||I'* - e||2 = |K*||2 - 2eV + ||ef ,

eTx'* = n +1,

||*T < (eV*)2 = (n + l)2.

Hence,

y/n( n +1) n + 1

In addition, due to the convexity of /'(.),

/V) < 0/V*) + (i - *)/'(e)

= (l - 0)/'(e).

Since a is the optimal feasible solution and a' is a feasible solution for CP3.1, we

have

Lemma 3.2 thus follows from (3.5) and (3.6).

As a result of (2.4) and Lemma 3.2, we can derive

Theorem 3.1

P( xk+1 , z* ) < P( xk ,z* ) - a, where a = (3 -

Proof. The proof directly results from substituting c' a and c'e in the derivation of

(2.5). Q-E-D-
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Corollary 3.1

In 0( Ln) iterations of Algorithm 3.1

f ( x k ) - z* < M"1.

Proof. This proof is parallel to the proof for Theorem 2.1. Q.E.D.

3.3 A Polynomial-Time Algorithm for QP

Corollary 3.1 concludes that Algorithm 3.1 generates the optimal feasible

solution in a polynomial number of iterations. To develop a polynomial-time al-
gorithm for QP, we need to prove that CP3.1 can be solved polynomially. Since

nonnegativity constraints in CP3.1 are redundant, CP3.1 shares the same form as

CPI.2. In other words, we need to prove that the optimality conditions (1.5a)-
(1.5d) can be computed in a polynomial of L and n. Again, as discussed in Section
1.4, we can distinguish between two cases: in the first case, CP has a POFS; in the

second, it does not. In the latter case, a unique solution must exist for CP3.1. This

is because: 1) the optimal solution x'* of CP3 is not contained in the feasible region

of CP3.1, 2) the objective of CP3.1 is a convex function, and 3) the feasible region

of CP3.1 is a strict convex set. By the well-known separating theorem, a unique

minimal solution of CP3.1 occurs at the boundary of the feasible region. In other

words, there exists a unique fixed point (a, y, /x ) that satisfies (1.5a)-(1.5d), where

y is the Lagrange multiplier vector for the linear equality constraints and f i is the

nonnegative multiplier for the ellipsoid (sphere) inequality constraint.

Let /(x) be the quadratic function given in (0.3). Then

/V) = + c'*' H-*'<+. <3-7)

where

Q' = WQW, and c' = cW.
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One can see that the augmented objective function of (3.7) is almost quadratic, ex-

cept that the last variable appeared in the denominator of the quadratic term. This

still makes it possible to solve CP3.1 by using the multiplier // > 0 as a parameter

like Equation (1.19) discussed in Section 1.4. Here I introduce two approaches: the

first approach is to let fx be fixed, and then solve CP3.1 in 0{n3 ) operations and

guarantee that the radius j3 of the constraining sphere is bounded by

O(-J-r ) < 0 < 0.46,n + 1

in which case the overall complexity is 0( Ln5 ). The second approach is to let

/3 = 0.26-0.36; then we solve CP3.1 by binary-searching fx in 0( Ln3 ) operations, in

which case the overall complexity is 0(L2n4). In both approaches, we count 0( n3 )

operations for solving a system of n linear equations. To be more specific, I first

provide a bound for fi. Using (3.7),

V/'(a) = ( a [n]TQ'
O-n+l

+ c', -a[n]TQ' a[n\ _
2(an+1 )2 > (3.8)

Again, we notice lineax-similarity

Vf' ( a )a = f ( a). (3.9)

Multiplying both sides of (1.7b) by V/'(a) from the left,

or

|9||p‘ll = V/'(a)(.-a).

This leads to

Lemma 3.3 n° ) < „< roo - /'(«)
f l n + l) - ** - /?2

(3.10)
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Proof. Due to the convexity of /'(.) and the linear-similarity of (3.9),

f\x' ) > f' ( a ) + V/'(a)(s'- a) = V/'(a)z' V z' X' .

In addition, the optimality conditions imply that a is also the optimal solution

in minimizing the linear objective function, V/'(a)x', and subjecting x' to the

constraints of CP3.1. Hence, similar to the proof of Lemma 3.2,

V/'(a)a < 0V/'(a)x'* + (1- 0)V/'(a)e

0 f' ( x'* ) + (1 — 0)V/'(a)e

= (l - 0)V/'(a)e

Therefore, from (3.9), (3.10), and the above inequality

0V£(a)e t = y/
, _

a) < /((e)
_ f (ay

n + 1 n +1

By combining this inequality with (1.7c) in Section 1.4, we derive the conclusion in

Lemma 3.3. Q.E.D.

Now we split (1.5a) into two groups: the first one includes the first n equations

of (1.5a)
+ C'T _ A' [n]TyT + n( a[n] - e) = 0, (3.11a)

fln+l

and the second one is the last equation of (1.5a)

~n
2^'

)
°W -*•- iMU. + PK+I ~ 1) = 0, (3.116)

where A' [n] is the matrix of the first n columns of A' and A'n+1 is the last column

of A' . Let
y' = an+iy

and
A = an+ifi.

I , .
jii I,,
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Then, since (1- /3) < a„+i < (1 + /3), Lemma 3.3 imposes a bound for A:

(3.i2)

where
(1+ P ) f' ( e )

Amax ~

Particularly, (3.11a) and (3.11b) become

( Q' + AJ)a[n] - A' [n]Ty'T = Ae- an+1c'T (3.13a)

and
-aTHO'a[n] + (A _

*
.)(„n+l)2 _ (y'X+1 + A)«n+1 = 0, (3.136)

respectively. In addition, (1.5b) can be rewritten as

A'W«M = („+T-l+1) - <313c>
Then (3.13a) and (3.13c) form a system of linear equations similar to (1.19):

p (;W ) = a„+16> + 6’

where /Q' + AI -A' [n]T

\ A' [n] 0

b1
— c lT '

and b2
Ae
0

n +1

For any given A G [0, Amax], we can compute P 1 b1 and P 1fe2 , and let

(“ fe1 ^) = O +1P- 6 + P-162. (3.14)

Then we substitute (3.14) for (3.13b) to compute an+i by solving a single quadratic

equation. Thus, a will be precisely determined via (3.14). Denote a as a function

of A : a(A). Then the following two approaches are introduced for solving CP3.1.
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Approach 1

The first approach fixes A such that A = 7/'(e) = 7( f ( x k ) — z* ).

Procedure 3.1

Begin

1. Let A = 7/'(e)-
2. Compute P^ b1 and P

_
162 in 0(n3) arithmetic operations.

3. Return a from (3.13b) and (3.14).

end.

As a result of Procedure 3.1, we have

Theorem 3.2

Let a be returned from Procedure 3.1, and xk+1 = T-1(a). Then

P( xk+\z* ) < P(x*,z*)-0(^-y) for n > 3.

Proof. Due to the right inequality of (3.12),

7 /32 < 1 + 0 i.e., p < 0.46. (3.15)

Let p = then due to the left inequality of (3.12),

Q > l .P ~ 7( n + 1) + p

If P 1- then (3.15) and the proof in Theorem 3.1,

P(**+\**) < P(*‘.**)- 0.46 + 2(1°;40646y
< P(x*, z*) - 0.1

< P( x k , Z* ) ~
Q/

1 -T- v ’ ’ 8(n +1)
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for n > 1. Otherwise,

P >1- 0.46
n + 1’

which implies

/? > P
7(n +1) + p

> 7(n +1)

>

>
7(n + l) V n+ l J

1
8(n + 1)

for n > 3. Therefore, directly from Theorem 3.1,

P( xi+\z- ) P( x‘, z•) - OW
< P(X\ **)-0(-TT)

n + 1

for n > 3. Q.E.D.

Thus, we can further derive

Corollary 3.2

In 0( L n2 ) iterations of Algorithm 3.1 with Procedure 3.1

f ( x k ) - z* < M ~l .

Proof. This proof is parallel to the proof for Theorem 2.1. Q.E.D.

Therefore, the computational complexity of Algorithm 3.1 for QP, coupled

with Procedure 3.1, is 0( L n5 ) with 0(n3) arithmetic operations in each iteration

and 0( L n2 ) total iterations. This concludes Approach 1.

ii:
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Approach 2

The second approach lets /3 = 0.27-0.36, and then uses a line-search technique

for A until ||a(A) — e|| lands in the range of [0.26, 0.36]. Let h{ A) = ||a(A) — e|| — /3;

then h{ A) has a unique zero bounded in (3.12). In addition, let

«n + l) '

Obviously, h( oo) = ||e — e||— = — /3 < 0, which implies h( Xmax ) 0. On the other

hand, if /i(Amj„) < 0, then we obtain a positive (interior) optimal feasible solution

for QP from inequality (3.12), since

Generally, we expect h(Am<n ) > 0. Overall, the above process can be implemented

by applying the well-known bisection technique to determine the zero A* of h( A) in

the interval [Am;n, AmaI], as shown in the following procedure:

Procedure 3.2

Begin

1. Set /3 = 0.31, Ai = Amini ^3 = AmoI, and A2 — (Ai +• A3)/2.

2. Let A = A2; then compute two vectors P
_

16x and P~lb2 .

3. Determine a from (3.13b) and (3.14).

4. Check h( A) to see if |h(A)| < 0.05. If “ yes” , then stop and return a;

else if A3 — Ai < 0( 2~ L ), then stop and return a;

else use the bisection method to update the three points Ai , A2 and A3, and

go to 2.

end.
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Remark 3.1

and

The only issue that needs clarifying in Procedure 3.2 is what to do if (3.13b)

has non-real solutions. In fact, from the uniqueness of the optimal solution for

CP3.1 and the boundedness of A in (3.12), for any given A E [A*, oo), there must

exist a solution to a„+i in (3.13b), such that an+i is real and |°n+i — 1| P-
Therefore, if (3.13b) has no real solutions, it must be true that A < A*. Essen-

tially, A characterizes the radius (/?) of the interior ellipsoid (sphere) from (1.7c).
Consequently, similar to the trust region method, searching for A* is equivalent to

searching for the correct size of the interior ellipsoid region.

Regarding Procedure 3.2, we conclude the following:

Theorem 3.3

In 0( Ln3 ) arithmetical operations of Procedure 3.2,

Proof. First, the bisection of Procedure 3.2 is performed within the bounded interval

[i0( 2~l,0(2l)]; second, it can be verified that norms of P, b1, and b2 are all bounded

by 0{ 2l ). Therefore, in 0( L ) steps of Procedure 3.2,
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Theorem 3.3 establishes that a resulting from Procedure 3.2 is a valid solution
to hold Theorem 3.1, since the range of /9 can be tolerated from 0.27 to 0.36.
Actually, we can use a looser bisection tolerance to complete Procedure 3.2. This

is why we set |h(A)| < 0.05 as another criterion to terminate Procedure 3.2. In
practice, /9 has been tolerated from 0 to any positive number as long as solution

a(A) > 0. My computational experience indicates that Procedure 3.2 is always

terminated in a few steps using a reasonable estimation on A.
Directly from Theorem 3.1, Theorem 3.2, and Theorem 3.3, we obtain

Corollary 3.3

Let the optimal objective value of QP be known in advance. Then Algo-
rithm 3.1 either solves QP in 0( Ln5 ) operations when coupled with Procedure 3.1,
or it solves QP in 0( L2n4 ) operations when coupled with Procedure 3.2.

Furthermore, with the quadratic objective function given by (0.3), CD can

be merged into CP to form

QPD minimize F( x, y) = f ( x ) — d( x, y ) = xTQx + cx - yb

subject to ( x , y ) eV = {(x, y ) : Ax = 6, yA < xTQ + c, x > 0}.

In QPD, the optimal objective value is known to be zero (except when QPD is

infeasible). In addition, the objective function of QPD remains convex quadratic

and the constraints of QPD remain linear. Applying Algorithm 3.1 and Procedure

3.1 or 3.2 to QPD, we derive

Corollary 3.4

Convex quadratic programming can be correctly solved by Algorithm 3.1

and Procedure 3.1 (or Procedure 3.2) in 0( Ln5) (or 0(L2n4)) arithmetical opera-
tions.
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3.4 Cutting Dual-Objective Value Technique:

The New Primal-Dual Method for CP

In the preceding section, we achieved a significant theoretical result: con-

vex quadratic programming can be computed in polynomial-time using the PTIE

method. The complexity of the algorithm for QP is 0( Ln5 ) or 0( L2n4 ), in contrast

to 0( LnA ) for LP, where the extra factor of n or L results from solving CP3.1. Like

Karmarkar’s original algorithm for LP, Algorithm 3.1 requires prior knowledge of

the optimal objective value. If the value is unknown, then we solve the primal and

dual programs together, thereby doubling the problem size. In order to improve

practical efficiency, I extended the primal-dual method in Section 2.4 to solving CP.
With this technique, I use z, a dual objective value, to replace z* as the “ cut” while

the primal-dual gap is narrowed at each step. Additionally, CP3.1 is solved approx-

imately based on the first-order information of the objective function. Therefore,

we do not need to solve the primal and dual programs together, and save the extra

complexity factor n in practical implementation.

Replacing z* with parameter z(< z*), the augmented objective function can

be written as

/V- *) = *'»+i(/(T-V) - *)

and the gradient vector of /'(x', z) becomes

Vf ( x' ,z ) = (V/(x)W, /(*) - V/(x)x - z ).

The projection vector from z) to the null space of A1 is given by

n +1

(3.16)

(3.17)

where

rM- ) — <*-*•> + <318>
(3.19)

V <*(*iv(*))

y( z ) = V 2 + ( z ~ /(*) + V/(*)*)yi ;
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d(.) is the dual objective function of CD; and yi , y2 , u, and v are given in (2.7b)-

(2.7e) by replacing c with V/(x), respectively. Particularly, when x = x k ,

( W (y f ( x k ) - y( z )A)T \ _ /(** ) - *
V d( x k , y( z ) ) - z ) n + 1

(3.20)

These forms are identical to those discussed in Sections 2.3 and 2.4. The following

method for solving CP resembles the new primal-dual method discussed in Section

2.4: at the k t h iteration we increase z k to z*+1(< z* ) such that

<K z k+1 ) 0

where
M z )

Then, from (3.20),

> /(**) - z*+1

n + 1

This will guarantee that a fixed improvement can be made in minimizing the aug-

mented objective function. In the meantime, a dual feasible solution y( z k+ 1 ) of

(3.19) can be generated and updated as was done in Section 2.4. This approach is

described as follows.

Algorithm 3.2

Let -2Le < x° G X , z° = — M - 1, and k = 0.

while ( f ( x k ) — z k ) > M ~l do

begin

W = diag(xfc ) and c = V/(zfc );

obtain yi , y2 , u and v via (2.7b)-(2.7e);

z\ = mini < j<n+i{^- : Ui > 0} + f { x k ) — c x k\

if { z : <j>{ z ) > 0} / 0 and z k < d( x k , y( z i ) ) then

yk+1 = y( z\ ) and z k+1 = d( x k , y( z i ) ) else
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yk+1 _ yk an(j zk+1 _ zk en(j Jf.

p k = u - (z k+ 1 + f ( x k ) - c x k )v - f ( x k}+?+ 1
e;

let /3 minimize P(T ~l ( e — |j^| ), zfc+1 );

a = e _ l i f e
xfc+i = T-i(a);

fc = fc + 1;

end.

The performance of Algorithm 3.2 results from the following corollary.

Corollary 3.5

P( x t+1 , z i+1 ) < P( x k , z k ) -0( l S ).

Proof. It can be verified that c f>( z k+ 1

Ibll >

) < 0. Therefore,

f ( x k ) - z k+ 1

n + 1 ’

and
z k < z k+ 1 < z* .

In addition, a is obtained along the steepest descent direction of f' ( x' , z k+ 1 ) starting

with e. Then, for (3 small enough,

f\a, z k+1 ) = f\e, z k+ 1 ) - 0( l3 )||p||

n + 1

Thus, similar to the derivation of (2.5),

P( x k+ 1 , z k+ 1 ) - P( x k , z k ) < -O( P ) + 0( P2 ).

Since f3 is chosen such that it minimizes P(T 1(a), 2fc+1 ), it must be true that

P( x k+1 , z k+1 ) - P( x k , zk ) < -0( /3 ). Q.E .D.

Hiii
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However, there is no guarantee that /3 will be a fixed number as it is in linear

programming. It is possible that /3« 1, which severely affects the efficiency of the

algorithm since such a small improvement takes 0( n3 ) arithmetic operations. But,

if /3 << 1, then a will be very close to e, and xk+1 will be very close to xk . In this

case, we do not need to update W to perform the next iteration. We keep solving

CP3.1, but this time starting from a instead of e, to generate the next solution a' in

0(n2) operations using the existing inverse matrix AW 2 AT . These steps, called the

move procedure, can repeated until the solutions reach the boundary of the interior

sphere ||a' — e|| < 0.36, which is illustrated in Figure 3.1.

Sphere

P

f (x)
Objective
Contour

Figure 3.1. Geometric Expression of the Move Procedure

In Figure 3.1, essentially we want to minimize the objective function f ( x )

within the sphere. At e, we go along the descent direction e — a to generate a in the

strict interior of the sphere. At a, we can move along the updated descent direction,

in either the new gradient direction of a — p or the conjugate direction of a — q, to

generate the next point. These moves last until a solution point hits the boundary of

the sphere at a'; then, a' is the optimal approximation solution for CP3.1. This move

procedure, which will be further discussed in the next chapter, essentially results

from the steepest direction method, or conjugate direction method, for solving

CP3.1 iteratively. The significance of the move procedure is that it uses 0(n2)

operations to achieve the improvement that usually takes 0(n3) operations.
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3.5 Computational Results

Table 3.1 and Table 3.2 are numerical samples for solving QP problems, and

Table 3.3 and Table 3.4 are the numerical samples for solving CP problems using

Algorithm 3.2 coupled with the move procedure.

Table 3.1 Solution Iterations of the PTIE Method for QP

(obtained objective value within 5-8 digits of the optimal one)

Problem
index

Size
m x n

Optimal value
z*

Total iterations

1 4 x 7 0.33333 7
2 4 x 7 1.50000 16
3 4 x 7 3.00000 12
4 15 x 30 0.00000 10
5 20 x 40 6.83333 19
6 20 x 40 6.53916 23

The QP problems chosen are those containing all possible solution locations—
at an extreme point, on the boundary, or in the interior of the feasible polytope.
They also represent problems of various sizes.

Table 3.2 Cutting Dual-Objective Value Technique for QP

(optimal objective value z* = 3.0)

iteration
(*)

z° = 0
/(**) z« = d( x* , y'! )

0 6.833333353 0.000000000
1 4.962213319 0.000000000
2 3.832025134 1.686757358
3 3.164552546 2.455500358
4 3.067877849 2.966584796
5 3.028262273 2.984553149
6 3.013247304 2.988930474
7 3.002031503 2.999617867
8 3.000313612 2.999994136
9 3.000141008 2.999996807

10 3.000030729 2.999998813
11 3.000007471 2.999999992
12 3.000003794 2.999999992
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The primal objective value f ( xk ) and dual objective value d( xk ,yk ) at each

iteration for one of the above QP problems axe listed in Table 3.2. As we can

see, the primal-dual gap converges to zero at the same speed as it does for

LP problems (Table 2.5 on page 49). This numerical result agrees with my

theoretical result in this chapter.
CP problems are well-known maximum entropy problems. The objective

functions of the four problems in Table 3.3 represent a number of widely-used

entropy functions in economics, physics, and engineering, such as ^ — y/x l-,
Y^ — lnx i , " 2̂ X i lnx i , and The primal objective value f ( xk ) and dual

objective value d( xk , yk ) at each iteration for one of the above CP problems are

listed in Table 3.4 on page 79.

Table 3.3 Solution Iterations of the PTIE Method for CP

(obtained objective value within 4-5 digits of the optimal one)

Problem
index

Size
m x n

Total iterations

1 4 x 100 17
2 4 x 100 18
3 4 x 100 28
4 4 x 100 21

As we can see in these tables, the sample problems all take considerably

fewer iterations to converge (each iteration takes several moves). Note that

the amount of work in each iteration is similar to that in each iteration for

LP. From my computational experiences, the number of moves increases as the

primal-dual gap narrows. Overall, the numerical results can be summarized as

follows:

1. The convergence speed in my approach is insensitive to the size of an

optimization problem.

2. The convergence speed for CP is indeed at the same level as that for LP,
which matches the theoretical results.
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3. The move procedure performs extremely well if numerical accuracy is not
too restrictive. This is valuable since most real problems are solved on

approximation bases.

Table 3.4 Cutting Dual-Objective Value Technique for CP

iteration
( k )

: -106
/(**) zK = d( xK , yK )

0 485.9495862 -1000000.000
1 482.5438613 -10006.13552
2 479.3217646 -8066.392454
3 476.2810144 -6440.027796
4 473.4210118 -5081.828454
5 470.7417206 -3952.660379
6 468.2429198 -3018.828036
7 465.9238051 -2251.370440
8 463.7829981 -1625.348786
9 461.8190032 -1119.174899
10 460.0310025 -714.0395455
11 458.4196651 -393.4930199
12 456.9876717 -143.1785356
13 455.7402450 49.361113788
14 454.6869652 194.91484041
15 453.8465381 302.90296217
16 453.2546948 381.64339531
17 452.9722017 438.57409101
18 452.9594872 452.91113528

3.6 Summary

In this chapter, I extended the PTIE method to solving linearly constrained

convex programs in order to achieve global convergence within a “ worst” case

bound. The number of iterations of the algorithm is bounded by O( Ln ), and

each iteration requires solving a continuous optimization problem, where n is the

dimension of the problem and L is the number of bits in the input. Particularly,
if the objective is a quadratic function, two approaches were introduced: the

first approach uses 0( Ln2 ) iterations, and each iteration can be completed in

0( n3) arithmetic operations; the second approach uses 0( Ln) iterations, and

each iteration can be computed in 0( Ln3 ) arithmetic operations. The exact
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optimal solution can be found by rounding the error. This extension is based
on the fact that the convexity of the objective function is projective-invariant
in the objective augmentation and the projective transformation.

I have recently learned that Kapoor and Vaidya [34] also devised indepen-
dently a similar extension of Karmarkar’s algorithm for convex quadratic pro-
gramming. Both my and Kapoor and Vaidya’s methods generate a sequence of
interior solution points. However, in addition, my approach avoids a line search
procedure proposed in their method and saves a factor O(log(n)) in the complex-
ity bound. Consequently, it converges faster, according to my computational
experience.

An implementation of this algorithm, the new primal-dual method, was also
discussed in this chapter (not by Kapoor and Vaidya). The method does not
require prior knowledge of the optimal objective value and, as a result, is more
efficient in practice. The computational results show that each iteration takes
about 0(n3) operations, and regardless of the size of the problem, the total
number of iterations required to achieve 6-digit accuracy is about 15 to 20.

Moreover, since there is no need to solve CP3.1 exactly, we can use many
existing iterative algorithms, such as the quasi-Newton method (Buckley [7]),
Fletcher [19]), the conjugate direction method (Dixon [15]), Shanno [57]), and
other computational methods (Polak [53], Powell [54]), to achieve further prac-
tical efficiency.
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Chapter 4 P-Simplex: Improving PTIE Efficiency

4.1 Introduction

One difficulty with the PTIE method is that each column of A is active when

CP3.1 is solved. Therefore, each iteration needs 0( n3 ) operations. In this chapter,
I introduce a large group of simplices and discuss a related tangent-plane move

(TPM) procedure. Like the move procedure discussed at the end of Section 3.5,
this sub-procedure takes only 0( n2 ) operations to reduce the potential function.
The reason for using the TPM procedure is to further improve the efficiency of the

PTIE method.

In Section 4.2,1discuss a general class of simplices, p-simplex, and their basic

geometric properties. Then I introduce the TPM procedure for solving CP3.1 within

the p-simplex constraint. Section 4.3 discusses barrier, or 0-simplex, specifically.
Here, the TPM procedure guarantees a reduction with respect to the potential

function, but takes considerably less time to compute. Section 4.4 presents the

computational results.

4.2 p-Simplex and p-Projective Transformation

As discussed in Section 2.2, via the projective transformation T, the new

feasible region is contained in the simplex S, in which the ratio of the two radii of

inscribing and circumscribing spheres is greater than This ratio plays a fun-

damental role in polynomial convergence of the PTIE method. Likewise, the other

geometrical regions may also achieve this ratio. A general class of such geometrical

regions is the p-simplex given by

Sp = { x Rn+1 : ||*||5 = n + 1 and * > 0}. (4.1)

where ||.||p is the classical p-norm defined by

n+l

INI* = for P = i > 2’ - - - (4-2)
i=i
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Another important simplex, called the barrier-simplex or 0-simplex, is

n+l

5*0 = {x Rn+ 1 : Mx« ) = 0 and x 0}- (4- 3)
»=i

The geometric surfaces of p-simplex are illustrated in Figure 4.1, where n = 1.

1 - simplex

Figure 4.1 . p-Simplex

In Figure 4.1, the line £1-2:2 (hyperplane) represents Si , the circle (sphere) repre-

sents 5*2 , the hyperbolic curve represents So, and the surface of the square represents

S°° . As we can see, they all contain e as the geometrical center. In general,

r
R

1
y/n + ((n + i y / p — l)2

where r is the radius of the inscribing sphere and R is the radius of the circumscrib-

ing sphere. As we can see, the ratio of the two radii are closer for p > 2. Let W be
given by (1.3). Then, the nonnegative n-dimensional orthant can be mapped into
Sp via the following p-projective transformation Tp, which is defined by

for p > 1:
„ , (n + 1 yt’W -' x , , ( n + 1)1'"•w" — W)— a n d *” +1 = _

FW
where

i=l
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and for p = 0:

where
n

w-dlO)5*1-
<=i Wt

The inverse transformation Tp 1 remains unchanged, as is given in Section 2.2.

Replacing the 1-simplex constraint with the p-simplex constraint, CP3 in

Section 3.2 becomes

CP4(z*) minimize f' ( x' )
subject to ( AW, — b)x' = 0

x' Sp.

The difficulty in CP4 is that we face a nonlinear constraint surface. Hence, we are

concerned with the tangent planes to these surfaces. It can be verified that the

tangent-plane to Sp at a E Sp is given by

n+l

{x' fl” +1 : J2 af-'xj = n +1}. (4.4)

Therefore, in CP4 we can replace the nonlinear surface Sp with the tangent-plane

to Sp at a. Let r = mini <i<„-|-i a;, and let B( a, f3r ) = { x1 : H ®' — a|| < f3r }, which is

an interior sphere centered at a (not necessarily at the center e) and which inscribes

the positive orthant, and let ap designate the row-vector with each component as

a?. Then, as we did for CP3, we solve CP4.1 instead of solving CP4.

CP4.1(2*) minimize f' ( x' )
subject to A' x' = b'

II*' ~ «|| < fir

where
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and

'- (.JO -
If a = e or p = 1, then CP4.1 merges into CP3.1. The next lemma guarantees that

there exists a point on the tangent-plane to represent the optimal solution.

Lemma 4.1

There exists a* > 0 such that a* satisfies the equality constraints in CP4.1

and T-1(a*) is the optimal solution of CP.

Proof. Let x'* = Ti(x*) via 1-projective transformation, where x* is the optimal

solution for CP. Note the homogeneity of T ~* , i.e.,

T-1(tx' ) = T ~1( x' ) = x for t > 0.

Now choose t such that

t n + 1
aP^ x'*

and

a* = tx'* .

Then it can be verified that a* satisfies the equality constraints in CP4.1, and

T-\a* ) = T-\tx'* ) = x*. Q.E.D.

The following lemma measures the radius of the circumscribing sphere. Note

that ||. j| (no subscript) designates the Z^-norm in Euclidean space.

Lemma 4.2

Let R be the radius of the smallest sphere centered at a and circumscribing

{ x' : ap~lx' = n+1 and x1 > 0}. Then, for 0 < p < 2,

mini<i<«+i(a?72)
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Proof. For any x' > 0 on the tangent-plane, we have

n+l

II®' “ all2 = “ ai?
i=l
n+l

i= l
n+l

< maoc(a2 _p)^(a^/2 _1a; - - a?/2 )2

i= i
n+l

< max(a2-p)(^ a?~2 x\2 - n -1)

i=1

r 2 — o \ n+l

min«)

< max(a2 p )
min(ap) (n + l)2.

Therefore,

Let

R < max(a* p^2)
min(ap^2)

(n +1).

min(a)+P//2)
max(aJ-P/'2 )

Then, since r represents the radius of the inscribing sphere B( a, r),

— > —2—.R ~ n+ l

Q.E.D.

(4.5)

This leads to the next theorem that evaluates the convergence ratio of each tangent-

plane move.
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Theorem 4.1

Let a1 be the minimal solution for CP4.1. Then

/V) < , h
/'(a) ~ n +1*

Proof. Connecting a* and a, we have a feasible point a" for CP4.1 such that

a" — da* + (1 — 0 )a for some 0 < 6 < 1.

This implies that
d\\a* - a|| = ||a"-a||= /9r.

Since ||a* — a|| < R from Lemma 4.2,

e > P L > ±L. ~ R ~ n + 1

Following the same arguments in Lemma 3.2,

/'(o') < /V)

< W) + (1-W'W
= (1-#)/'(<.).
< a-^T)/w. Q.E.D.

Figure 4.2 on page 87 illustrates the basic idea of the TPM procedure in

the case of p = 2. We start from e to generate the next point a. At this point,

if no further TPM applies, then we projective-transform a to the center e of a

new simplex and solve a new CP4.1 starting from e. This step, called a major

iteration, costs 0(n3). Applying the TPM procedure, we update the tangent-plane

to Sp at the solution a and then continue solving CP4.1 starting from a. This

step, called a TPM, costs 0(n2 ) since only the last row of A' changed and the new

moving direction can be updated by exploiting previous computations. Theorem

4.1 claims that if 7 is close to 1, then each TPM guarantees the same convergence

ratio of (1 — 0( £)) as obtained in the major iteration. Therefore, under certain

circumstances, the “ cheaper” TPM achieves the same result that is usually achieved

by the “ expensive” major iteration.
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x 2 ,
tangent-plane at e

tangent-plane at a

1

Figure 4.2. 2-Simplex and Tangent-Planes

4.3 Barrier-Simplex in PTIE

In this section, I discuss the special case of p = 0 in detail. In barrier-simplex,

the term J2 ln(°» ) is fixed at zero. To evaluate the reduction of the potential function

P(xfc, z*) in each TPM, I derived the following lemma.

Lemma 4.3

Let a' be on the sphere B( a, /1r) and the tangent-plane{s' : a-1x' = n+1}.

Then
n+l

Proof. Let

*5 ^ for i = 1, 2, . . . , n + l.
a.

Then

eTx' = a la! = n + 1,
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and
n+l ;

||x'- ef =^-i)2

i=i “
n+l

=^ar2(ai - ai)2

t=i

< r-2||a'-a||2

= r~2( /3r )2

= V 2.
Therefore, from (2.4)

n+l , n+l

E^-E^) *»=i 1 «=i

-/?2

2(1- /?)2 ' Q.E.D.

Based on Theorem 4.1 and Lemma 4.3, we have

Theorem 4.2

Let p = 0 and a' be the minimal solution of CP4.1. Then

P(T-\a' ), z’ ) < P(T-1(a),**) - 7)? + 2(1f jjy -

Proof.

PCr-V),*•) -P(r-‘(«),o= (« +1) ~ E
< (n + 1) ln(l - ) + 2(1!£),

Thus, from Theorem 4.2 we can derive
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Corollary 4.1

Let /3 = 1/8. Then the first seven TPM’s to barrier-simplex in solving

CP4.1 reduce the potential function by at least 0.4.

Based on the result of Corollary 4.1, the TPM procedure makes the PTIE

method twice as fast as before: each iteration of the PTIE method with TPM

reduces the potential function by 0.4, but each iteration without TPM reduces the

potential function by only 0.2, while both of these approaches use the same number

of computations. It can also be verified that if the iterative solutions are close to

the optimal solution, i.e., 7 is close to 1, then several tangent-plane moves reduce

the potential function by 0( y/n ) [67].

From a computational standpoint, TPM is an approximation method for solv-

ing least squares problems. Suppose that, without loss of generality, we have solved

the following LP optimization problem, with 0 < /3 <1/3, at the kth iteration:

LP( k ) minimize cWkx' [n] — z*x'n+1

subject to AWkx' [n] — x'n+16 = 0

eTx' = n +1

\\x' - tf < (3\

where Wk = diag(xfc ) and e is the feasible starting solution.

Then, at the ( k + l )th iteration of the PTIE method we need to solve another

LP optimization problem with a step size o f 0 < /? < l/3 a s LP(fc +1) with

Wk+1 = diag(x*+1),

xk+1 =Wka[n] / an+1 ,

and a being the optimal solution for LP(fc). Instead of solving LP(fc + 1), we

introduce a transformation

x'l = dix'i for i =1,2,... ,n +1.
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Hence, LP( A: +1) becomes

LP'( fc + 1) minimize cIKfcx"[n] — z*a:"+1

subject to AWkx"\n\ — x„+1b = 0

a
_
1x" = n + 1

||diag(a-V'- e||2 < /?2 .

Replacing the ellipsoid constraint in LP'(fc + 1) with ||x" — e|| < /?, we see that

LP'(fc +1) becomes identical to LP(fc), except in the last linear-equality constraint.
The gradient-projection vector, p, of LP'(fc + 1) can be updated by solving two

triangular systems of linear equations in 0( n2 ) operations, where the triangular

matrix is obtained in the previous computations for solving LP( fc). Overall, the

algorithm could consist of major iterations for solving LP(fc) exactly, and sub-

iterations for solving LP(fc + 1) approximately (i.e., solving LP' ( Jc + 1)) between

every two major iterations. Comparing LP' ( Jc + 1) to CP4.1, the sub-iteration is

exactly the same as the tangent-plane move in barrier-simplex. Since a is usually

very close to e, the optimal solution for LP'(fc + 1) is quite a good approximation

of the solution for LP( Jc +1). Even when a is far from e, the tangent-plane move

seems to work well in my computational experience.

4.4 Computational Results

Table 4.1 on page 91 presents the PTIE method, coupled with TPM to

barrier-simplex, for solving LP problems. There are eight problems listed in Table

4.1. I will explain each column in the table by using the second problem, called

EXP1, as an example. The dimension of matrix A of EXP1 is 10 x 17, which is

shown in the first column. In Phase 1, i.e., finding the initial feasible starting point,

the PTIE method (with TPM) takes a total of 3 major iterations and 5 moves;

Karmarkar’s algorithm takes 6 major iterations. In Phase 2, PTIE takes a total

of 5 major iterations and 12 moves whereas Karmarkar’s algorithm takes 11 major

iterations. The last column of Table 4.1 shows that the simplex method (Murtagh

and Saunders [50]) solves EXP1 in 56 pivots.
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I emphasize that each major iteration of both the PTIE method and Kar-

markar’s algorithm uses 0( Ln3 ) arithmetic operations, and each move uses only

0( Ln2 ) operations. We can see from the table that the number of major itera-

tions in the PTIE method is significantly reduced by applying TPM’s .

Table 4.1 Computational Results of Tangent-Plane Moves with Barrier-Projection

(optimal objective value used)

Problem
size ( m x n)

Barrier-Projection Karmarkar’s Minos
# of itns # of moves # of itns # of pivots

4 x 6 2 12 5
10 x 17 8 17 17 56
12 x 24 6 19 15
27 x 51 7 27 16 6
47 x 80 8 37 16 54
47 x 80 9 39 18 107
56 x 138 11 47 32 98
96 x 162 9 38 27 121

4.5 Summary

In this chapter, I introduced a large class of simplices and the associated

tangent-plane move procedure. The motivation for adding these is to further

improve the efficiency of the PTIE method by exploiting the computational

results from the previous steps. Each of the moves in barrier-simplex, having

a mathematically-guaranteed performance, uses only 0( Ln2 ) arithmetic opera-

tions, whereas each major iteration costs 0(Ln3 ) arithmetic operations.

By applying the tangent-plane moves, I reduce the number of major itera-

tions significantly in my computational results; thus, the PTIE method for both

LP and CP converges much faster than before.
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Chapter 5 PFIE Method: Convex Quadratic Programming

5.1 Introduction

Since Karmarkar proposed the projective interior algorithm, another popular

polynomial-time interior algorithm, the new “ centering” method, has been devel-
oped by Renegar [55] and Sonnevend [59]. Renegar obtained a convergence ratio

(1 — 0(^)), comparing to the one (1— 0( ^)) in Karmaxkar’s algorithm. Recently,

using the rank-one updating scheme, Gonzaga [29] further reduced the solution time

for LP by a factor n0 5.

Based on this “ centering” idea, I incorporate the work of the barrier pathway

to the optimal set of Megiddo [48], the primal-dual interior algorithm of Kojima,

Mizuno and Yoshise [38], and the interior ellipsoid method in Chapter 1 to develop

a “ center” path-following and interior ellipsoid (PFIE) algorithm for QP. This al-

gorithm creates a sequence of primal and dual interior feasible points converging to

the optimal solution. At each iteration, the complementary slackness value, i.e., the

objective gap between the primal and dual, is reduced at a global ratio (1 —
Therefore, the algorithm solves QP in 0( Ln35) arithmetic operations. I also discuss

how to use a line search technique to achieve practical efficiency for PFIE algorithm.

5.2 “ Center” and Barrier Function

In the interior ellipsoid method of Chapter 1, if the optimal solutions xfc+1

and yk+1 of CP1.1 on page 18 are feasible for CD, then we have the following

convergence ratio from Theorem 1.2,

Unfortunately, this feasibility condition is not necessarily satisfied at each iteration.

Geometrically, the problem is that the starting point R of Figure 1.2 can be very

close to a nonoptimal vertex, so that the interior ellipsoid centered at R will be too

small to improve the solution. On the other hand, if R is close to the “ center” —
the “ most interior” point of the feasible polyhedron— we can draw a large interior

ellipsoid centered at R to further reduce the objective function.
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The questions are:

1) How to define the “ center” path in a feasible polyhedron for QP?

2) How to force the solution points follow the “ center” path to the optimal

solution set?

3) How to generate the initial point that is close to the “ center” path?

To answer the first question, let x and y be an interior feasible solution pair

for QD, i.e.,
Ax = b, x > 0 and s = Qx + cT — ATy > 0. (5.1)

Megiddo analyzed a “ center” path to the optimal set

eTXs
Pcenter = {(•* > $) : XS = Zt , Z

where X = diag(x), and

eTXs _ xTQx - bTy _ f ( x ) — d( x , y )
n n n

In this chapter, we say that x and s are a-close to the “ center” path Pcenter if and

only if

\\ Xs - ze|| < az, (5.3)

As we can see, z is the mean value and ||Xs — ze|| is the standard deviation of the

complementary slackness vector Xs at x and y.
In addressing the second question, a motivation from the barrier function

method is to solve the following suboptimization problem at the fcth iteration in-

stead of CP1.1.
QP5.1 minimize x + cx — \eT( Xk )~1( x — xk )

subject to Ax = b

where Xk = W = diag(xfc ), eT( Xk )~1 ( x — xk ) is the linear approximation of the

barrier function ln(xj) at xk , and A(> 0) is the barrier parameter. Let xfc+1

be the optimal solution for QP5.1. Then again, xk+1 and yk+1 meet the following

optimality condition:
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(0 + „p-2 -f (,4)

The above equation is identical to (1.19) except for the term A(Xfc )-1e on

the right-hand side. Suppose that (5.1) and (5.3) hold for x k and yk, i.e.,

\\ X k s k - z k e\\ < a z k , (5.5)

in the following section I show that by appropriately selecting //, A and a, £fc+1 and

y k+1 still satisfy equations (5.1) and (5.3), or x k+1 and y k+1 are still close to the

“ center” path. But additionally, we have

This inequality shows that the objective gap between the primal and dual, or the

value of the complementary slackness vector is reduced at a global ratio1— < 1.

5.3 The “ Center” Path-Following Algorithm

Let

A x = x k+1 — x k , Ay = y k+1 — y k , and A s = Q A x - A T A y

and
S k = diag(sfc ) and A X = diag(Ax).

Then (5.4) can be rewritten as

( Q +n( X k )~2 -A T\ f A x\ _ (\( X k )~1e - s t
l, A 0 )\A y ) - { 0

or

X k A s + f i( X k )~1 A x = Ae - X k s k

and
A A x = 0.

(5.6)

(5.7)

(5.8)
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We now select that
(5.9)fi = zk and A = (1 — — j= )zk .

Then we can establish the following three lemmas.

Lemma 5.1

||(Xfc )-1Ax|| < \/2a;

IKSVA.II <

||AXAs|| < a2 zk . (5.10)

Proof. Since Q is positive-semi definite,

AxrAs = AxTQAx - AxTAT Ay

AXTQAX > 0.

Thus,

||Ae - Xksk||2 = ||X*As + ^(A*)'1 Ax\\2

= ||X*As||2 + 2 fj,AxTAs + ||/z(X*)-1 Ax||2

> ||X*As||2 + ||^i(Xfc )-1Ax||2. (5.11)

Hence,

WJfVAx|| < ||Ae -XV|| (5.12)

||jr‘A.|| < ||Ae - JT‘.‘|| (5.13)

However, using (5.5) and (5.9), we have

||Ae - Xksk ||2 = \\zke - Xksk -^e||2

= \\zke - Xksk \\2 + \\^ef

< ( azk )2 + ( azk )2

= 2( azk )2 . (5.14)
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Therefore, from (5.12) and (5.14)

||(X‘)-1Ax|| <^l = v^a;

from (5.5), (5.13) and (5.14)
||(S*)

_
1 A« H = ||(s,*Jr*)-1JC*AS||

, II^AslI
“ (1-a)zk

V2a
= W

and from (5.11) and (5.14)

||AXAs|| = ||AX(X*)-1XfcAs||

< i||KJr*)-,Ax||OX-*A.||
. 1 ||(.(Jft )-» AiHa + ||X*A»||a
" /* 2

<^(V2azkf = a2 zk . Q .E .D.

Lemma 5.1 essentially claims that xk+1 and yk+1 remain interior solutions

for QP and QD and that the second order term ||AXAs|| of the new complementary

slackness vector Xfc+1sfc+1 is relatively small if a is small enough.

The second lemma establishes a global convergence ratio in minimizing the

primal-dual objective gap.
Lemma 5.2

(1
_ “ ^V < 2*+. < (1 “ + A2‘.

v y/n n ’ y/n An'

Proof. Note from (5.7) that

Xk+1 sk+1 = (Xk + AX)(s* + As)

= Xksk + AXsk + XkAs + AXAs

= Xksk + XkAs + Ax - tj.( Xk )-1 Ax + AXsk + AXAs

= Ae + AX ( sk + As- fi( .Xk )~le). (5.15)
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From (5.7), (5.15) can also be written by

X k+1sk+1 = X e + A X ( X k )~\X e - /^X*)"1Ax - f i e ) .

From (5.16),

= eTX*+V+1

= nA + ( A - f i )e T ( X k )~ 1 A x - /i^X*)'1Ax||2

= n X -^e T( X k )-' A x -^(X*)-1 Ax||2
y/ U

< nA +^=|eT(X‘)-> Ax|-HK̂ r'A^II2
y/ n

< nA +^||er||||(X*)-1Ai|| -^||(JC‘)-1Aa:|p
= nA + a^lKX*)-1Ax||- jilipf *)-1Ax||2

= nA + *‘H|(X*)
_
1Ax|| - ||(X‘)-'Ax||2)

The last inequality holds since the quadratic term achieves maximum at ||(Xk ) 1 Ax||

a/2. Thus, via (5.9)

Q .E .D.
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The third lemma confirms that xk+1 and yk+1 are still close to the “ center”

path.
Lemma 5.3

||Xfc+isfc+i _ zk+ie|| < (i + s/2)ot2 zk

Proof.
||X*+isfc+i _ zk+ie|| =||-X-*+1i*+1- Ae + Ae - zk+1 e\\

= ||(X*+1s*+1- Ae) - ( zk+1 - A)e||

< ||(A*+V+1 - Ae)||.

The above inequality hold since the standard deviation is less than the square-root

of the second order moment. From (5.7), (5.10), and (5.15) and the above inequality,

||Xfc+V+i - zk+1 e|| < ||(Afe+1s*+1 - Ae)||

= llAX ( sk + As - M( Xkr1e )\\
< ||AA(5fc - /i(Afcr1e)|| + ||AXA5||

= ||(Atr1Aa:||||(Afc5fc - /*e)||+ ||AAAs||

< y/2aazk + a2 zk

= (1+ y/2 )a2 zk .

Based on the above three lemmas, we derive

Theorem 5.1

Let a = 1 — ^ and n > 2. Then

Axk+1 = b,x*+1 > 0, and sk+1 = Qxk+1 + cT - ATyk+1 > 0;

||Xfc+i5fc+i _ ^+ie|| < azk+1;

and
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Proof. The first two inequalities hold due to (5.8) and Lemma 5.1; the third in-

equality holds due to the left inequality of Lemma 5.2 and Lemma 5.3; and the

fourth inequality is true due to the right inequality of Lemma 5.2. Q.E.D.

Now the “ center” path-following algorithm can be described as follows.

Algorithm 5.1:

Given Ax° = b,x° > 0, 6° = Qx° + cT - ATy° > 0,

||X°s° — z°e|| < az° , and z° = where a = 1 —
set k = 0;

while zk > e do

begin

let fi = zk and A = (1 — ~j= )zk ;

let Ax and Ay solve (5.6);

let xfc+1 = xk + Ax and yk+1 = yk + Ay;

k = k + 1;

end.

The performance of Algorithm 5.1 results from the following corollary.

Corollary

The Algorithm terminates in 4n0-5|log(^)| iterations and each iteration uses

n3 arithmetic operations.

Now we need to focus on addressing the remaining third question: how to

obtain the initial solution pair?

5.4. Setting Initial Solution Pair

We noticed that several methods to obtain the “ analytical center” [59] of a

polyhedron are well illustrated in Todd and Burrell [62], Gonzaga [29], and Renegar

[55]. Via those methods, QP can always be augmented to a related new QP problem
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with known “ analytical center” . Therefore, without losing generality, let the center

x° of the feasible region of QP be known. Then x° should be positive and feasible

for QP. However, the most attractive property of x° is that there exists a y such

that

X ° ATy = — e. (5.17)

Now let

y° = rjy for some rj ,

then from (5.17)

/ = Ox» + cT-^V.
„ erX°(Q*° + cr) tn ’

and
X°s° - z° e = X°( Qx° + cT ) + ye - z°e

= X\Qx° +

Therefore, choose rj such that

rje > — X°( Qx° + cT )

and _
||X°(Qi° + cT ) — ( eTX°( Qxa + cT)/n)c|| eTX°( Qx° + cT ), >

Then it can be verified that

||X°s° - z°e|| < az° , and s° > 0.

Therefore, x° and y° can be used to initialize Algorithm 5.1.
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5.5 A Safeguard Line Search Technique

Theoretically, both the Karmarkar’s projective and the path-following algo-

rithms allow solutions moving in a small step-size. This restriction severely slows

down the convergence of these algorithms in practice. In Karmarkar’s projective

algorithm, one can use a line search technique to minimize the potential function,

which significantly improves the practical efficiency of the projective algorithm [62].

Similarly, I propose a safeguard line search technique to overcome the small step-size

difficulty in the path-following algorithm.

From the derivation of Lemma 5.2, we can see that the smaller the A, the

faster the solution convergence. Moreover, A only appears on the right-hand side of

the system equation (5.6). These observations lead to the following safeguard line

search technique to minimize zk+ 1 at each iteration of Algorithm 5.1.

Algorithm 5.2:

Given Ax° = b, x° > 0, s° = Qx° + cT - ATy° > 0,

||X°s° - *°e|| < a*0 , and z° = /("Vff *0.*0 ) , where a = 1 -

set k = 0;

while zk > e do

begin

let // = zk ;

via system (5.6), select A* [0 (1 - a/ y/n)zk ] to minimize zk+ 1

subject to the safeguard inequalities:

xk+1 > 0, sk+ 1 > 0, and ||Xfc+1sfc+1 — 2*+1 e|| < azk+1 ;

k = k + 1;

end.
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Each step of the line search costs at most 0(n) arithmetic operations after
solving system (5.6) against two right-hand vectors (Xfc )-1e and sk . More inter-
estingly, since A* makes the safeguard inequality ||Xi+1sfc+1 — zfe+1e|| < azk+1

binding, A* can analytically be obtained by solving a quadratic equation

\\ Xk+1 sk+1 - zk+1e\\ = azk+1.

Obviously, Algorithm 5.2 remains a polynomial-time algorithm with the same worst
case bound of Algorithm 5.1. However, from my computational experience the line
search technique significantly improves performance of the “ center” path-following
algorithm in practice. A can be chosen as a constant less than 1, resulting a constant
convergence ratio in solving most of convex QP problems.

5.6 Summary

The interior ellipsoid algorithm for convex quadratic programming is further
enhanced. This development is motivated by the recent “ center” path-following
algorithm for linear programming. The enhanced IE method for QP creates a
sequence of dual as well as primal interior feasible points converging to the optimal
solution point. At each iteration, the gap between the primal and dual objective
values (or the complementary slackness value) is reduced at a global convergence
ratio (1 — j^=), where n is the number of variables in the convex QP problem. A
line search technique is also incorporated into this algorithm to achieve practical
efficiency.
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Chapter 6 Conclusions

By extending Karraarkar’s projective and the path-following polynomial-time

algorithms for linear programming, I have developed two interior algorithms, the

projective (PTIE) and the “ center” path-following (PFIE) methods for solving con-

vex quadratic and linearly constrained convex programming. The major theoretical

features of these methods are:

1) The projective algorithm is a polynomial-time algorithm, with the computa-

tional complexity 0( L2n4) or 0(Ln5 ), for convex quadratic programming.

The path-following algorithm is also a polynomial-time algorithm, with the

computational complexity 0(Ln3 5), for convex quadratic programming.

Both algorithms are related to the trust region method for unconstrained

optimization problems.

2) The projective algorithm solves linearly constrained convex programming

in 0( Ln) iterations, and each iteration solves an equality constrained con-

vex program— a continuous optimization problem. This polynomial bound

results from the convexity invariance in projective transformation.

3) The projective algorithm is an extension of Karmarkar’s polynomial-time

algorithm for LP. My approach overcomes the difficulties found in Kar-

markar’s and Khachiyan’s original polynomial algorithms, such as requiring

prior knowledge of the optimal objective value and generating no optimal

dual solutions unless the primal and dual programs are adjoined. The PTIE

method also works exclusively in the LP standard form, thus bypassing ex-

plicit transformation to Karmarkar’s LP canonical form.

4) The projective algorithm is similar to the ellipsoid method. At each it-

eration the potential function used to measure convergence of the primal

solutions in the algorithm correctly represents the logarithmic volume of a

dual ellipsoid that contains all the optimal dual solutions. As the potential
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function declines, the volume of the dual ellipsoid monotonically shrinks to

zero. This resemblance leads to a strong column eliminating theorem in

determining the optimal basis for linear programming.

5) The path-following algorithm incorporates the “ centering” method, the bar-

rier function method, and the interior ellipsoid method. This algorithm

creates a sequence of primal and dual interior feasible points converging

to the optimal solution. At each iteration, the complementary slackness

value, i.e., the objective gap between the primal and dual, is reduced at a

global convergence ratio (1 — where n is the number of variables in

the convex quadratic program.

6) A safeguard line search technique is developed in the path-following algo-

rithm to relax the small-step-size restriction. This technique results faster

convergence speed that is insensitive to the size of the QP problem.

7) While the theoretical results of the local convergence ratio for continuous

optimization are well-developed, the state of the art of global convergence

analysis is rather unsatisfactory. The global convergence ratio introduced in

my approach brings two widely-used algorithm criteria— convergence ratio

and computational complexity— into one volume. This ratio can be used to

develop a new criterion for judging the efficiency of optimization algorithms

globally.

In this dissertation, I also discussed how to efficiently implement these interior

methods in practice. The new primal-dual method is implemented in solving linearly

constrained convex programming as well as linear programming. The program

generates the optimal solutions for both primal and dual problems. My approach

is to narrow the primal-dual “ gap” to the user-required tolerance in contrast to the

traditional stopping criterion of the first-order condition. In addition, I introduced

a large class of simplices and the associated tangent-plane move procedure. These

moves solve each iteration approximately, and, in my numerical experiments, reduce

the solution time significantly
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However, perhaps the most important feature of this method is that it pro-
vides a different framework for attacking mathematical programming that may lead

to a family of algorithms for a variety of programming situations. In particular, the

method offers an approach to general nonlinear programming. Further research can

be initiated within this framework in areas such as nonlinearly constrained pro-

gramming, large structured optimization, combinatorial optimization, and parallel

computational processing.
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